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Voorwoord
Natuurkunde is een tak van wetenschap waarin concepten vaak als stukken
van een puzzel in elkaar grijpen. Het is fascinerend om te constateren dat dezelfde
stukken soms ook in een andere puzzel precies passen.
Natuurkunde is gelukkig ook mensenwerk. Velen hebben mij wat van hun tijd
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Vaste Stof Fysica 2; zij zorgden voor een prettige werksfeer. Verder droeg de uitstekende technische en administratieve infrastructuur binnen de groep er toe bij dat
uiteenlopende problemen snel en efficiënt konden worden opgelost. Tevens bedank ik
de personen van de ondersteunende diensten binnen de Faculteit der Natuurwetenschappen die mij behulpzaam zijn geweest.
In het bijzonder ben ik Maurits en Paul erkentelijk voor hun aandeel in het
experimentele werk dat beschreven staat in hoofdstuk 4.5. Daarnaast was het zeer
prettig dat ik altijd kon terugvallen op de kennis van Peter en Jan, die mij talloze
moeilijke zaken op heldere wijze hebben uitgelegd.
De vele gesprekken met Richard, Urs en Jerome zijn van onschatbare waarde
geweest. Ze beperkten zich niet tot de fysica en creëerden zo een zeer plezierige en
leefbare omgeving.
Tot slot bedank ik mijn ouders voor hun belangstelling en steun gedurende
alle jaren.

Dit proefschrift maakt deel uit van het onderzoeksprogramma van de stichting
voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM) en is mogelijk gemaakt door
financiële steun van de Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek
(NWO).

Well, I stand up next to a mountain
And chop it down with the edge of my hand
I pick up all the pieces and make an island
Might even raise a little sand

Voodoo Child (Slight Return) Jimi Hendrix
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Chapter 1

After the initial experiments by Yanson [1] in 1974, the realization of point
contacts by means of sharp etched wires by Jansen [2] in 1977 has opened a wide
field for spectroscopic studies in the solid state In the latter situation a wire with a
sharp tip is placed on a piece of metal and acts as a source of electrons Experiments
of this type are generally performed at low temperatures and the energy distribution
of the injected electrons (conduction electrons) will be non-thermal Instead, the
voltage difference across the junction determines the energy of the electrons that
carry the current Moreover, at low temperatures the mean free path in the metal is
large and the electron transport is ballistic This implies that it is possible to follow
virtually any electron on its trajectory in the metal The use of a point contact is
not limited to injection of electrons, it is also possible to use a point contact as a detector In this thesis we describe two types of experiments that benefit from energy
resolved injection of electrons and ballistic transport In particular, the interaction
of the electrons with a Cu(410) surface and the the energy dependence of the reflection at a normal metal-superconductor interface are investigated Prior to these
subjects, chapter 2 of the thesis gives an experimental introduction to point-contact
measurements
A first class of ballistic point-contact experiments, named transverse electron
focusing, was pioneered by Tsoi [3] One point contact is used to inject electrons into
a pure metal single crystal (such as Ag or Cu) and a second point contact detects
the electrons when they arrive again at the crystal surface, after being deflected by a
magnetic field (see Fig 1 1) By increasing the magnetic field, electrons that reflect

Figure 1.1 The principle of electron focusing Electrons are injected by
means of a point contact (emitter E) into a pure metal single crystal An
external magnetic field deflects the electrons and focuses them on the crystal
surface (0 and 1 indicate the positions where direct focusing and focusing
after specular reflection occurs) By sweeping the magnetic field the focusing
positions shift and can be detected with the second point contact (collector
C)
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from the inside of the crystal surface can be detected as well. In this way a method
to measure the reflection of conduction electrons from the inside of a metal surface
is obtained. The wave character of the electrons as described by quantum mechan
ics can in general be omitted in the description of ballistic experiments. However,
when the electrons interact with a stepped crystal surface, with a periodicity that
is comparable to the electron wave length, the wave character should be incorpo
rated. Then, in a direct analogy with optics, diffraction of electrons at the surface
is expected (similar to the diffraction of light at a grating). The reflection from
the inside of the stepped surface will no longer be specular (as depicted in Fig. 1.1)
but now depends on wave length, periodicity and order of diffraction. As a result,
additional voltage peaks can be measured with the collector point contact when the
magnetic field is swept. Experimental conditions that are suitable for diffraction of
conduction electrons can be achieved by using a natural stepped surface (for exam
ple the Cu(410) surface). In chapter 3 the diffraction of conduction electrons from
a stepped metal surface is. described and discussed using an analogy with optics.
The second class of experiments is based on the reflection of electrons at a
normal metal-superconductor (N-S) interface. The reflection at an N-S interface is
very different from the reflection at a normal metal-normal metal interface. This is
well-illustrated in the case that the incident electron has an energy that lies within
the energy gap of the superconductor. Because there exist no single-particle states
within the energy gap, the electron can not cross the interface. However, in this
situation Andreev [4] reflection may occur. Then the incident electron crosses the
interface together with a second electron (with opposite momentum and spin) and
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Figure 1.2 Andreev reflection with a single point-contact set-up. A point
contact placed on an N-S bilayer emits electrons (filled circles). Due to An
dreev reflection electrons axe retroreflected as holes (open circles) and can be
detected with the same point contact. As a result of the spin pairing, the
Andreev reflected particle has a reversed spin.
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forms a Cooper pair in the superconductor. As a result of Andreev reflection the
incident electron appears to be retroreflected at the N-S interface as a hole (i.e. with
opposite charge) (see Fig. 1.2). Due to the retroreflection character of this experi
ment, a single point contact can be used for both the injection and the detection of
electrons; the point contact still enables spectroscopy and the energy dependence of
the Andreev reflection probability can be measured. Provided that the energy gap is
not too large, this type of experiment yields direct information about the magnitude
of the energy gap of the superconductor, the existence of Cooper pairs (electron-hole
conversion at the N-S interface), and the pairing in momentum space (retroreflec
tion). This is of particular relevance for the recently discovered high temperature
superconductors [5] because the nature of the superconducting ground state of these
new materials is still not clear and Andreev reflection provides useful and funda
mental information. Although the theory of Andreev reflection is well-developed
in recent years, not all experimentally observed features can be explained. In this
sense Andreev reflection experiments open a rich and interesting field in physics.
Chapter 4 treats Andreev reflection in detail, both from a theoretical and from an
experimental point of view. Theoretical aspects are illustrated by means of an exact
calculation of the energy dependence of the Andreev reflection probability at an N-S
interface. We describe Andreev reflection experiments with a high temperature su
perconductor and discuss experiments that reveal a new effect, namely asymmetric
point-contact characteristics.
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2.1

Introduction

The realization of metallic point contacts by means of placing thin, sharp
etched, metal wires on a second metal puts specific restrictions to the experimental
set-up. In particular when double point-contact experiments are performed (such
as transverse electron focusing measurements, where one point contact is used as a
source of electrons and the second point contact acts as a detector) accurate posi
tioning of both wires with respect to each other and the crystal axes of the sample
is essential. In case of single point-contact experiments the ability to reposition
the point-contact wire at different locations on the sample introduces an additional
degree of freedom in comparison to standard experiments (where the subsequent
contacts are made at almost the same area).
However, up to now none of the present systems used to perform single or dou
ble point-contact experiments possessed the possibility to adjust two point-contact
wires and the sample independently during an experimental run. The development
of a multiply adjustable point-contact insert fills this gap. Both point-contact wires
in this insert can be adjusted independently horizontally and vertically while they
are at liquid helium temperature. Moreover, the sample can be rotated and trans
lated. The point contacts that are obtained with this system are stable in magnetic
fields up to about 1 T. This multiply adjustable point-contact system forms a highly
reliable instrument and can be used for almost any type of point-contact experiment.
Details on the construction and performance, particularly in the field of transverse
electron focusing, are given in the following section.

2.2
2.2.1

Multiply Adjustable Point-Contact System*
Abstract

We have constructed a double point-contact system for use at liquid helium
temperatures which is adjustable from the outside. Both point-contact wires can
be independently displaced vertically with a travel of 5 mm and horizontally with
a travel of 4 mm. Displacements of 5 μπι can be achieved. The sample table is
rotatable over 360° and can be translated over 2 mm, which implies that pointcontact wires can be placed at any desired position of a sample. Moreover, the
point-contact wires and the sample can be viewed from the outside to check positions
and a magnetic field up to 1.2 Τ can be applied. The point contacts obtained with
this system are both mechanically and electrically stable, also in a magnetic field.
The instrument is of great use for transverse electron focusing studies of transport
properties of metals, surfaces and interfaces. Due to its versatility, the instrument
' T h i s section has been published in Rev. Sei. Instrum. 60, 1316 (1989): "Multiply Adjustable
Point-Contact System", H.F.C. Hoevere, J.G.H. Hermsen, and Η. van Kempen.
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is also suitable for single point-contact experiments to study interfaces of normal
metals and superconductors or to perform point-contact spectroscopy experiments.
2.2.2

Introduction

During the past 15 years transverse electron focusing (TEF) [1] has proven to
be a very powerful technique to study the properties of semimetals and metals. The
probability of specular reflection of conduction electrons from the inside of a metal
surface was measured for Bi [1, 2, 3, 4], Sb [5], W [6, 7, 8, 9], Cu [6, 9], Ag [10], Zn
[11], and Al [12, 13]. It was established that the surface structure at an atomic scale
could be inferred from TEF measurements [14, 15] and could be related to data obtained with a scanning tunneling microscope on the same crystals [16, 17]. Interfaces
between normal metals and superconductors were also studied using TEF [18, 19].
In the initial work by Tsoi and Tsoi [3] the two point-contact wires necessary for
a TEF experiment were placed on a single lever and had to contact the sample
at the same time. This principle was later improved when the contacts could be
made independently using a double lever system [20]. In the last years TEF proved
also to be successful with energy resolved injection of electrons for the study of the
electron-phonon interaction [21, 22]. This kind of measurements demands however
that the point contacts can be positioned very close. For this purpose a new double point-contact system was designed. In this paper we describe the principle, the
construction, and the performance of this system for TEF measurements.
The point-contact wires can of course also be used individually to perform
point-contact spectroscopy experiments [23] or to study interfaces [24]. The high
adjustability of the present system will have important advantages compared to the
standard single point-contact systems. Because the measurements are no longer limited to a small region of the surface also materials with a varying chemical composition at their surface (like the high temperature superconductors) can be investigated
at different spots at the surface.
2.2.3

Principle of a TEF Experiment

A TEF experiment employs two point contacts and a metal single crystal of
high purity. The point contacts are made with sharp etched wires on the surface
of the crystal and their separation should be smaller than the electron mean free
path in the sample. With one of the point contacts (the emitter) electrons are
injected into the crystal in all directions. Due to the Lorentz force resulting from
an applied magnetic field (that is directed parallel to the surface of the sample and
perpendicular to the line connecting the point contacts) the electron orbits are bent
into circles. The electron motion parallel to the field is not influenced. By sweeping
the magnetic field the radius of the electron orbits is varied and thus the position
where an electron arrives at the crystal surface. In this way it is possible to focus
electrons from the emitter onto the second contact (the collector) while the pointcontact positions remain fixed. A typical TEF measurement showing direct focusing
from the emitter onto the collector can be seen in Fig. 2.1. The electrons arriving
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Figure 2.1 A TEF measurement on a Ag(lOO) single crystal. The voltage
peak results from direct focusing of electrons from the emitter onto the col
lector. The magnetic field is directed along the [100] direction of the crystal
and perpendicular to the line connecting the point contacts. The geometry of
the TEF experiment is shown in the inset.

at the collector give rise to a distinct voltage peak. The inset shows the geometry
of the experiment. The magnetic field BQ at which direct focusing occurs and the
point-contact distance L are related via L = A/B0 (for Ag, A = 15.83 · 1 0 - 6 mT).
A direct focusing field of 0.5 Τ corresponds to a point-contact distance of 32 μτη,
so the point-contact system has to be adjustable at a length scale of micrometers.
Electrons may also be focused onto the collector after being reflected at the crystal
surface. Then, the collector voltage shows also peaks at integral multiples of BQ and
information about the surface between the contacts is obtained. In reciprocal space
the electron traverses an orbit on the Fermi surface, again in the plane perpendicular
to the applied field. The particular orbit that is traversed can be selected by rotating
the sample while the point-contact orientation remains unaltered. Thus, the electron
transport along one special orbit on the Fermi surface can be studied in detail.
When energy resolved TEF or point-contact spectroscopy measurements are
made the point contact has to be in the Sharvin limit [25], i.e. electrons are injected
ballistically with energies up to eV (with V the voltage across the contact). The
emitter voltages that are used correspond to energies that are typical for the study
of the electron-phonon interaction in a metal and range up to 25 mV. For point
contacts in the Sharvin regime, which have resistances between 0.1 and 10 Ω, the
contacts have to be made very carefully and the sensitivity of the vertical movement
should have an adequate accuracy, typically some micrometers.
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Construction

The design of the system was governed by the condition that, in order to ob
tain a high applicability, the point-contact positioning must be possible over a wide
range and with sufficient accuracy. Moreover, the system has to be operated at liq
uid helium temperatures (1.2-4.2 K), compact (fit into a 40 mm diameter cryostat),
and free from mechanical resonances. The voltage noise at the collector should not
exceed 0.1 nVpp (also in a magnetic field), because the collector voltage in case of
focusing may only be some nanovolts. This puts a restriction to the mechanical sta
bility. The mechanisms generating the point-contact and sample-table movements
are independent and will be discussed below.
The point-contact positioning system enables vertical and horizontal move
ments of a point-contact wire. The system is equipped with two point-contact posi
tioners which can be handled independently. Since the two point-contact positioners
are at 90°, it is always possible to position or reposition the point-contact wires and
obtain a desired contact separation. A point-contact positioner consists of a yoke
and a bar. The yoke can be pivoted and generates a vertical movement so that a

Figure 2.2 Movement of the yoke. By rotating the spindle the yoke pivots
and the point-contact wire moves vertically.
point-contact wire can be placed down or lifted again. The yoke is pushed down by
means of a spindle which is connected to a worm-gear transmission (50:1) mounted
on the top flange of the insert. In this way a yoke displacement of 20 μπι in vertical
direction per revolution of the worm is obtained. The maximal travel is 5 mm. A
leaf spring pushes the yoke upward again when the spindle is withdrawn. The yoke
movement is schematically shown in Fig. 2.2. Inside the yoke a bar is placed which
can move in the horizontal plane. The displacement of the bar is also controlled
with a worm-gear transmission (a total travel of 4 mm and a displacement of 30 μπι
per revolution of the worm). A leaf spring at the rear end of the yoke ensures that
the bar can be pushed back. Fig. 2.3 shows how the bar is mounted in the yoke.
Note that when the yoke pivots the bar simply slides along the ball. This implies
that the effect of a vertical movement on the horizontal position of the point-contact
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Figure 2.3 Movement of the bar mounted inside the yoke. Rotation of
the spindle generates, via the actuator, a horizontal movement. The ball
at the front side of the actuator (shown behind the bar) pushes the bar in
the horizontal plane. For clarity the vertical movement of the yoke has been
omitted.

wire is minimal. The point-contact wires (usually 50 μτη diameter Ag or Cu wire
with sharp etched tips) are glued to a tufnol plate to ensure electrical isolation with
respect to the insert. A rigid connection to the point-contact positioning system
is obtained since a 1 mm diameter stainless steel rod is glued to the tufnol plate
and fits into the bar over a length of 15 mm. Changing of the point-contacts wires
(e.g. in order to etch tips) takes only some minutes and the only tool needed is a
pair of tweezers.
The sample table can be rotated and translated. In order to select the angular
alignment between the crystallographic direction of the sample and the contacts it
is sufficient only to rotate the sample. However, translation of the sample table
(with a fixed azimuthal orientation) gives an extra capability. It enables a geometry
on the surface of the sample (e.g. a crystal boundary or an evaporated strip, see
Ref. [18]) to be positioned between the point contacts. Rotation of the sample table
(diameter 15 mm) is simply obtained by placing it with pins in a slotted gear wheel
which can be controlled from the outside (rotatable over 360°, one revolution of the
worm on the top flange corresponds to a rotation of 2° of the table). Translation of
the sample table is obtained with the same pins. The pins also fit into an eccentri
cally placed groove in a second gear wheel. The groove causes a diametrical motion
which is defined by the slots in the first gear wheel. The mechanism is shown in
Fig. 2.4. The sample table can be translated over 2 mm while the azimuth of the
sample remains unaltered. To ensure that only rotation and no translation of the
sample is obtained, when the sample table is rotated, the translation and rotation
manipulation shafts are coupled.
The sample-table mechanism is built inside a housing at the lowest part of
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Figure 2.4 Sample-table movements. The sample table is placed on two
pins that fit into the slots in the upper gear wheel (rotation of the table) and
into the eccentrically placed groove in the lower gear wheel (translation of the
sample table).
the insert, while the point-contact positioners are placed under a ring 25 mm above
this housing. Both parts are rigidly connected by three posts. This yields an open
construction where sample and point-contact wires can be viewed from almost ev
ery direction. The tail of the glass cryostat in which the point-contact system is
mounted is left unsilvered. Therefore, the point-contact separation and the orien
tations of the point-contact wires and the sample can be measured optically with
an accuracy of 5 μιη and 5° respectively, while at helium temperature. The actual
construction of the point-contact system with the two point-contact positioners and
the sample-table mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.5.
2.2.5

Performance

The performance of the point-contact system will be demonstrated with some
TEF measurements made at 1.2 K. The sample used is a Ag(100) single crystal of
high purity. Details of the experimental set-up, electronics and the sample prepay
ration are described in Ref. [16]. The magnetic field (up to 1.2 T) is supplied by
a water-cooled iron-core electro-magnet and can be rotated in the horizontal plane.
Two 50 μιη diameter Cu wires of 5N purity are used as point-contact wires. Sharp
tips with a radius of less than 1 μιη are obtained using an electrochemical etch [26].
A point-contact wire is formed in such a way that it can bend once it touches the
sample (see e.g. Figs. 2.2 and 2.3). The point-contact resistances obtained during
a series of experiments ranged from 0.1 to 7 Ω, which indicates that the vertical
movement is sufficiently accurate. It is also possible to make low-ohmic point con
tacts by spot-welding the point-contact wire to the sample. Then, the point-contact
resistance is typically between 10 and 100 mfi. It appeared that in all measurements
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Figure 2.5 Schematic cross section (a) of the point-contact system and top
view (b) of the point-contact positioners. Parts mentioned in the text are
indicated: point-contact wires (1), sample (2), yoke (3), bar (4), sample table
(5), rotation gear wheel (6), translation gear wheel (7), housing of the sampletable mechanism (8), ring to which the point-contact positioners are attached
(9), spindle-shaft for vertical displacement (10), spindle-shaft for horizontal
displacement (11), coaxial shaft for sample-table manipulations (12).

the point-contact wires could be positioned at any desired distance, even very close.
In all cases it was possible to place the point-contact wires within 50 μιη from each
other, a separation which was only rarely obtained with the former double lever
system. The TEF measurement shown in Fig. 2.1 is for example made with a pointcontact distance of 28 μτη.
The performance of the point-contact positioning system is demonstrated in
Fig. 2.6. During the measurements the emitter point contact remained fixed at the
sample while the collector contact was repositioned. The measurements show that
it is possible to reposition the point-contact wire with an accuracy of less than 5
μιη. The point-contact distances are calculated from the previously given relation
between L and BQ, and agree with the optically measured values.
If no special precautions are taken the voltage noise at the collector increases
with the magnetic field, see Fig. 2.7a. However, by careful twisting of the current
and voltage leads, keeping them as short as possible, and fixing them to the insert
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03
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Figure 2.6 Three succeeding TEF measurements made with different pointcontact separations. The measurements show that the point-contact wires can
be repositioned with an accuracy of less than 5 μπι. The magnetic field is di
rected along the [100] axis and perpendicular to the point-contact orientation.
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Figure 2.7 (a) Voltage noise measured at the collector point contact. Due
to pick-up of induction voltages the noise increases during the field sweep, (b)
Collector voltage during a field sweep after the current and voltage leads were
twisted, shortened and fixed to the insert (point-contact resistance 0.7 Ω). It
can be seen that the voltage noise is less than 0.1 nV^p ада remains almost
constant with increasing magnetic field. Note the different voltage scales in
(a) and (b).
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a considerable noise reduction is obtained. When it was not possible to twist the
wires, e.g. in case of the 50 μπι point-contact wire, the leads to and from the sample
were kept as close as possible to the point-contact wires to minimize the pick-up
of induction voltages. The result of these precautions is visible in Fig. 2.7b which
shows that the noise at the collector contact can be kept under 0.1 nVpp in a mag
netic field of 0.7 Τ (point-contact resistance 0.7 Ω). It is interesting to note that the
thermal noise of a contact with a resistance of 1 Ω at 1.2 K, in combination with the
thermal noise of the voltage leads would result in a voltage noise of about 0.07 nVpp,
when measured with our electronical equipment. This means that the voltage noise
as shown in Fig. 2.7b is mainly determined by thermal noise and can not be lowered
substantially. The noise level indicates a high mechanical and electrical stability of
the point-contact system, also in magnetic fields.
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3.1

Chapter 3

Introduction; Analogies between Conduction Elec
trons and Photons

Diffraction is a well-known phenomenon in optics which is most clearly ob
served when a beam of light is scattered by a periodic structure such as a grating.
Similarly, because of their wave character, diffraction of electrons can occur when
they are scattered by a periodic structure with a periodicity comparable to the elec
tron wave length. This was first observed by Davissen and Germer in 1927. In
their experiment, a beam of free electrons was diffracted by a single crystal. This
experiment initiated the field of surface analysis by means of low energy electron
diffraction which is nowadays commonly used. In our experiment we will investigate
the diffraction of conduction electrons in a metal. The diffraction can occur when
the electrons are scattered by a natural grating which is formed by a stepped sur
face, obtained by cutting a single crystal along a specific direction. Before discussing
the experimental aspects in more detail we consider some of the analogies between
conduction electrons in a metal and photons.
The quantum mechanical description of conduction electrons in a periodic lat
tice is intrinsically based on their wave character. The response of these so-called
Bloch electrons to an applied electric or magnetic fields is however equivalent to
that of uncorrelated (classical) particles [1]. Similar to a photon, the behaviour of
a Bloch electron can be interpreted as particle-like in certain situations and wavelike under other circumstances. The wave-particle duality as known for photons is
thus recovered for electrons as well. Only if the electron motion becomes strongly
correlated as in superconductors or if the system is in the mesoscopic regime where
scattering events become dominant, the concept of Bloch electrons is no longer valid.
When comparing the behaviour of electrons and photons we should also con
sider the typical length scales involved, like the wave length and the mean free path.
In the free electron approximation the Fermi wave length λ^ of conduction electrons
is calculated from Ep = h2k2Fl2m (with Ep the Fermi energy and using the Fermi
wave vector kF = 2π/\ρ). The mean free path, i.e. the mean distance between suc
cessive scattering events is £ and the wave length of photons is indicated with Apf,.
The ratios ί/\ρ and t/Xph have an important physical implication as they indicate
whether the trajectory of an electron or a beam of light is affected as a result of
scattering. To consider this aspect in more detail we use the following example.
In a metal λρ is about 0.5 nm while ¿ can be of the order of 500 ßm, for very
pure single crystals at low temperatures (T < 4 K). This yields £/λρ а Ю6· The
equivalent ratio ¿/Xph for an optical situation (e.g. with Хр^ к 0.5 μτη for visible
light) is literally astronomical. Thus, with regard to a large ratio of mean free path
and wave length, a normal metal at low temperatures offers an attractive opportu
nity to investigate the analogy between diffraction in electronic systems and optics.
The previous discussion shows that it is possible to create conditions in a metal
that resemble the situation in optics. There are however also important differences
in the behaviour and properties of electrons and photons. For example, electrons
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have charge and spin and obey Fermi-Dirac statistics whereas photons follow BoseEinstein statistics. Moreover, it is interesting to realize that conduction electrons
and photons can have very different wave lengths while they have comparable energies. Using the previously given values of Xp and Xph we see that the wave length
of electrons and photons can differ three orders of magnitude; at the same time the
energies of conduction electrons and photons in the visible regime are comparable
and equal to about 5 eV.
Next, we consider the realization of a grating. In the visible regime a grating
with a spacing comparable to Apj, can be made mechanically without difficulty. For
a normal metal with an electron wave length which is three orders of magnitude
smaller this is no longer possible but there is an elegant solution. For special crystallographic orientations the surface of a single crystal can be stepped, i.e. there
exist stable surfaces with flat terraces separated by steps. The width of the terraces
(the periodicity of the surface) is determined by the orientation of the crystal surface
and is of the order of 0.5 to 1 nm. In this way, a stepped crystal surface provides a
natural grating for electrons (its optical analogue is a blazed reflection grating).
Instead of a normal metal, related electronic systems such as a semimetal or
a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) may be used. However, in these cases we
have Xp » 40 nm and ê « 50 μτη and therefore it is much more difficult to obtain
a large value of P/XF- On the other hand working with a semimetal or a 2DEG
can also be advantageous. Because the periodic surface structures may be prepared
using sub-micron lithographic techniques, the quality of an artificial grating may be
higher than that of a natural stepped surface.
Finally we consider the source of conduction electrons. For this we use a point
contact on the stepped metal surface. As the injected electrons are near the Fermi
level, it yields an almost monochromatic source of electrons. A magnetic field bends
the electron trajectories back to the crystal surface where diffraction may occur.
After diffraction the electrons are detected with a second point contact. This tech
nique is known as transverse electron focusing. Experiments in this geometry are
ballistical, as £ and the length scale of the system are much larger than λ^ (the
length scale of the system is of the order of the separation of the two point contacts,
which is typically 50 /im).
The next part of this chapter presents an experiment in which diffraction of
conduction electrons is explored. We will investigate the scattering of conduction
electrons from a stepped (410) surface of a Cu single crystal using transverse elec
tron focusing. The interpretation of the experiments, and in particular the analogy
between photons in optics and electrons in a metal, will be discussed in more detail.
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3.2

3.2.1

Diffraction of Conduction Electrons from a Stepped
Cu(410) Surface*
Abstract

Diffraction of conduction electrons with a Fermi wave length of 0.46 nm from
the interior of a Cu(410) crystal surface is studied using transverse electron focusing.
The stepped surface acts as a diffraction grating, resulting in extra voltage peaks
in the focusing spectrum. A wave character approach for the scattering of electrons
at the crystal surface, combined with a semiclassical description of the electron
orbits in a magnetic field enables us to calculate the magnetic field values for which
diffraction peaks are observed.
3.2.2

Introduction

In recent years electron focusing experiments with quantum point contacts in
a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) [2], Aharanov-Bohm oscillations in quantum
point contacts [3, 4] in a 2DEG, and point-contact spectra of a normal metal point
contact on a semimetal [5] have revealed that coherence effects due to the wave
character of electrons can be observed in systems in the ballistic regime (i.e. exper
iments where the electron mean free path and the length scale of the system are
larger than the Fermi wave length λ^ of the conduction electrons). The electron
focusing [6, 7] experiments described here show that interference of electrons can
also be observed in a normal metal, where λ^ is typically an order of magnitude
smaller than in a 2DEG or a semimetal, by studying the reflection of conduction
electrons from the inside of a stepped metal surface. In an electron focusing exper
iment electrons are ballistically injected into a pure metal single crystal through a
point contact (emitter). The electrons will be focused onto a second point contact
(collector) if the applied magnetic field (BQ) is such that the cyclotron diameter
equals the point-contact separation L: BQ = 2hkF/eL, with kp the Fermi wave vec
tor (kp = 2π/\ρ). Tsoi and Kolesnichenko [8] already noted that in principle with
this method clean but also contaminated periodic surfaces can be studied from the
inside, using electron energies that are some orders of magnitude smaller than in
conventional surface scattering techniques (such as Low Energy Electron Diffraction
(LEED) or Ion Spectroscopy Scattering (ISS)) that probe the surface from the out
side. The geometry of an electron focusing experiment offers the unique possibility
to perform an experiment, analogous to a diffraction experiment in optics, but now
inside a metal. If the crystal surface has a periodic structure with a periodicity com
parable to Xp diffraction of the electrons that reflect from the surface may occur.
Bozhko et al. [9] performed an electron focusing experiment with a Cu(210) surface
and found a first indication of diffraction effects in a normal metal in the form of a
'This section has been published in Phys. Rev. В 45, 3845 (1992): "Diffraction of Conduction
Electrons from a Stepped Cu(410) Surface", H.F.C. Hoevers, P.J.M. van Bentum, and H. van
Kempen.
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broad shoulder on the first reflection peak. We report focusing experiments with a
Cu(410) surface which show for the first time well-separated higher order diffraction
peaks. The Cu(410) surface has stable (100) terraces of 0.72 nm wide, separated by
steps of 0.18 nm height, as inferred from ISS experiments [10] (the step edges are
along the [001] direction). In this way a surface with a periodicity of 0.74 nm is
obtained while Xp = 0.46 nm in Cu, which makes Cu(410) an excellent candidate to
fulfill the diffraction condition. We present a calculation in real space, based on the
analogy with optics, to explain the magnetic field values at which diffraction peaks
are found.
3.2.3

Experiments and Interpretation

The experimental configuration of an electron focusing experiment is shown
in Fig. 3.1a. The voltage at the collector is measured as a function of the applied
magnetic field (the focusing spectrum) and shows a distinct peak at В = BQ when
direct focusing takes place. Also focusing after one or more specular reflections at
the surface can be observed, giving rise to voltage peaks at integral multiples of
the direct focusing field. In Fig. 3.1b a typical focusing spectrum of a flat Ag(100)
surface, without diffraction, is displayed. A detailed description of the experimental
set-up can be found elsewhere [11]. In all experiments presented here the point
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Figure 3.1 (a) Geometry of an electron focusing experiment. Electrons in
jected at the emitter point contact (E) traverse cyclotron orbits. The positions
where directly focused electrons (0) and electrons focused after specular re
flection (1) are found can be shifted along the crystal surface by sweeping the
magnetic field so that they can be detected with the collector point contact
(C). (b) Transverse electron focusing measurement on a Ag(100) single crys
tal. In absence of diffraction only a direct focusing peak (BQ) and a peak after
specular reflection (Si) are observed.
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contacts were made using 50 μιη diameter high purity Cu wire with a sharp etched
tip. The electron focusing experiments were performed at a temperature of 4.2 K.
For the experiments two Cu(410) samples were used, which were spark cut from a
5N single crystal <110> rod. The samples were mechanically polished, annealed
for five days at 1000oC at 1 0 - 2 Pa O2, resulting in a residual resistance ratio ñ(300
K)/ñ(4.2 К) of 8000, and finally electrochemically etched [10].
Figure 3.2 shows a representative measurement on a Cu(410) surface. The
magnetic field was oriented perpendicular to the line connecting the emitter and
collector. The orientation of the crystal is indicated in the inset. In comparison
with the measurement displayed in Fig. 3.1b additional focusing peaks are observed
with this periodic Cu(410) surface. We present a model based on the analogy with
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Figure 3.2 Electron focusing measurement with Cu(410) showing diffrac
tion peaks. The arrows indicate calculated positions where focusing after
diffraction (B°, Я * 1 , and ßf 2 , zeroth, first and second order diffraction peaks)
is expected. The inset shows the orientation of the Cu(410) surface and a calculated top view of the crystal surface with positions where electrons in the
various diffraction patterns will be focused. The point contacts axe oriented
along the line EC\ ¿(B, [001]) = 10° and ¿(B,EC) = -90°.
optical diffraction to calculate the positions where electrons arrive at the crystal
surface after direct focusing and after diffraction. The model assumes isotropic
injection of electrons at the emitter point contact and a spherical Fermi surface. In
the simplest case the magnetic field is perpendicular to the line connecting the point
contacts (transverse electron focusing) and parallel to the step edges; electrons with
a velocity component parallel to the magnetic field do not arrive at the collector and
the situation is two-dimensional. An electron injected at the emitter with an angle
θ with respect to the normal at the crystal surface will arrive at the surface (after
having traversed part of a cyclotron orbit) at г( ) = (2hkF/eBo)cos θ and is treated
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as an incoming wave. The direction of the diffracted wave is calculated using
d (sin0 inc - sinö^t) = mXF,

(3.1)

with d the periodicity of the crystal surface, іпс and 0OU( the angle between the
normal to the surface and the incoming and outgoing (diffracted) wave respectively,
and m the order of diffraction. The focusing condition дг( )/д = 0 is applied to
find the positions where electrons will be focused on the surface. The value of the
magnetic field 5™ for which electrons after m" 1 order diffraction are focused can be
expressed as
B? = 2S 0 V /l - {τη\Γ/2άγ.

(3.2)

Note that for this situation positive and negative orders of the diffraction patterns
coincide. The focusing spectrum of the Cu(410) surface will show voltage peaks
at B? = 2BQ, 1.905Ο, 1.57ß0 and Q.72B0 (m = 0, ± 1 , ±2, ±3). When magnetic
field and step edges are no longer parallel the situation is only slightly more complicated. Then, for every injected electron that arrives at the the surface its velocity
components have to be evaluated with respect to the orientation of the periodic
surface. The velocity components along the step direction and perpendicular to the
crystal surface again define an incoming wave which is used in Eq. 3.1. The velocity components of the outgoing wave, together with the velocity component along
the step edge, finally determine the position where the diffracted electron arrives
again at the crystal surface. Starting with an isotropic source, we calculate in this
way the intensity at the crystal surface (determined by the product of density of
electrons per unit area and velocity perpendicular to the surface) via ray tracing.
The model calculations (which will be used for comparison with the experimental
results) are presented as top views of the crystal surface in real space, shown in the
inset of Fig. 3.2 and the labelled curves indicate the positions where electrons in the
different diffraction patterns are focused. Since sweeping the magnetic field with a
fixed separation of the point contacts is equivalent to changing the point-contact
separation at a constant magnetic field, the focused diffraction patterns that will
subsequently be measured in a magnetic field sweep, are simply found by going along
the line that connects the emitter and collector.
3.2.4

Discussion

All measurements show a sharp direct focusing peak В = BQ and a broadened
voltage peak at twice the focusing field. The broadening of this peak near В = 2Bo
may result from the overlap of the zeroth and first order diffraction patterns; the
arrows labelled B° and В * 1 indicate the positions where, according to the model
calculations, focusing peaks of electrons after zeroth and first order diffraction are ex
pected. Moreover, Fig. 3.2 shows a distinct intermediate peak near В = l.5B0. The
2
result of the calculations (labelled S* ) indicates that this peak can be attributed
to electrons that are focused after second order diffraction (the small difference be
tween the calculated and observed peak position will be discussed below). Focusing
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Figure 3.3 Electron focusing measurements with Cu(410) showing diffrac
tion peaks. The arrows denote calculated magnetic field values for focusing
after diffraction: 5°, B*1 and S* 2 . Note in curve (b) the shoulder corre
sponding to 5f 2 . The dashed line is an estimate for the background signal.
For curve (a) L{B,EC) = -58° while for curve (b) ¿(B,EC) = -52°.

of electrons after third order diffraction was not observed. An interesting situation
occurs for the measurements shown in Fig. 3.3, that were performed on the same
Cu(410) sample but during different measuring sessions. The curve in Fig. 3.3a
shows the same type of focusing spectrum discussed as for Fig. 3.2, although now
the point-contact orientation and the step direction have been changed. In Fig. 3.3b
however, we see that a subtle change of the point-contact orientation can have a
relatively large effect. The shoulder (labelled o f 2 ) at the direct focusing peak is
again a result of focusing of diffracted electrons. This can be understood using the
result of the model calculations shown in Fig. 3.4. Since the magnetic field is not
parallel to the step edges, the focusing patterns will be slightly deformed (cf. the
inset in Fig. 3.2) but positive and negative order diffraction patterns still largely
coincide. Close to the emitter (for low fields) however, the deformation leads to
extra focusing, and splitting of positive and negative order diffraction patterns may
be observed (the enlargement in Fig. 3.4 shows this for the m = — 2 and m — +2
diffraction patterns). The focusing spectra in Fig. 3.3a and b correspond to the signals measured along the lines EC\ and EC2 respectively. If the collector voltage is
measured along the line EC2 focusing of electrons in the m = —2 diffraction pattern,
just outside the direct focusing peak, may be observed. This explains the shoulder
(Sf 2 ) in Fig. 3.3b. As the line EC^ in Fig. 3.4 (corresponding to the situation in
Fig. 3.3a) does not cross the m = —2 pattern the shoulder in Fig. 3.3a is absent.
When applying the results of the calculations to the experimental results it
should be noted that the actual Fermi surface of Cu does not have an ideal spherical
shape, and the measured positions may deviate from the calculated positions by
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Figure 3.4 Top view of a periodic Cu(410) crystal surface showing calculated diffraction patterns for the situation of the experiments shown in Fig. 3.3.
In the circle an enlargement with the So, -Sf2 and the Bj1"2 diffraction patterns,
as well as the two orientations of the collector (the lines ECi and EC2) are
depicted. The figure is calculated for the situation where ¿(B, [001]) = 23°;
¿(B,ECi) = -58° and ¿(Β,ΕΟι) = -52°. The inset shows the orientation
of the Cu(410) surface.

about 8%. In this respect we find acceptable agreement between the measured and
calculated positions of the diffraction patterns (the only exception is the ß * 2 peak
in Fig. 3.2 for which the position differs 10% from the expected field position).
It can be shown that the reciprocal space approach by Bozhko et al. [9] (which
is based on Bragg scattering over a reciprocal surface lattice vector) and the here
presented model in real space with an analogy to optics, give equivalent results. In
fact, their result can be reduced to Eq. 3.2 in this paper. As an aside we note that
the focusing condition we use to derive Eq. 3.2 finds its equivalent in scattering to
a complementary orbit in k-space (as used by Bozhko et al). Because of the larger
periodicity of the Cu(410) surface, in comparison e.g. to the Cu(210) surface of
Ref. [9], a major difference arises which is the occurrence of higher order diffraction
peaks which are sharp and distinct.
In contrast to LEED and ISS experiments that study clean surfaces this electron focusing technique sets lower requirements to the cleanness of the surface and
uses electrons at the Fermi energy. Despite adsorbed atoms and molecules on the
surface, the Cu(410) surface remains (at least locally) periodic. The dimensions of
the regularly stepped regions can be estimated from the point-contact area (which
determines the dimensions of the probing beam). For a typical Cu point contact
with a Sharvin [12] resistance of 1 Ω an area of about 40 χ 40 nm 2 is expected. The
effect of a less regularly stepped part may cause the large difference of intensity of
the intermediate peaks ( ß f 2 ) in Fig. 3.3a and b.
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A possible effect that was not previously recognized is that for a perfect pe
riodic surface one may expect to see yet another analogue with optical diffraction,
namely blazing (which shifts the highest intensity from the zeroth order diffraction
pattern to a higher order diffraction pattern). A quantitative analysis of the relative
intensities in the higher order diffraction peaks could give direct information about
the spatially dependent potential that scatters the electrons at the inside of the
crystal surface. Our present samples however are not suitable for such a quantita
tive analysis since the Fermi surface of Cu is not perfectly spherical and the crystal
surface may locally be imperfect.
3.2.5

Conclusions

We conclude that we have observed diffraction of ballistic conduction electrons
from the stepped Cu(410) surface of a bulk single crystal using electron focusing.
The position of extra voltage peaks in the collector signal can be described using
a model combining semiclassical electron orbits in a magnetic field and diffraction
of electrons reflecting from the surface. Diffraction of conduction electrons from a
crystal surface can be used to study the surface periodicity even if the surface is
oxidized or otherwise contaminated.

3.3

3.3.1

Diffraction of Electrons from an Irregular Stepped
Surface
Introduction

In the previous section we have developed a model for the diffraction of con
duction electrons at a perfect, regular, stepped surface. In an actual experimental
situation the stepped surface will be less ideal. The aim of this section is to estimate
how irregularities of the stepped surface affect the diffraction patterns. To do this we
use a direct analogy based on optics. The results of these calculations can be used to
relate the surface structure as obtained from diffraction experiments with conduction
electrons to topography using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) on the same
surfaces. Moreover, we will return to the quantum mechanical interpretation of the
diffraction experiments. We also discuss the effect of blazing and compare natural
stepped surfaces with artificial structures produced with lithographic techniques.
3.3.2

The Optical Analogue

In order to derive the diffraction properties of an irregular stepped surface we
use an approach based on classical optics. We first consider a perfect reflection grat
ing consisting of a surface completely covered with equidistant, reflecting grooves,
with a periodicity do. A plane wave front arrives at the grating with angle of inci
dence гпс. The intensity of the diffracted beam can be evaluated for different angles
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of diffraction öout using the fact that every period of the grating introduces a path
difference Δ ζ = d0(sm9inc — sin0 o u t) (see Fig. 3.5). The grating can be seen as an

Figure 3.5 Reflection grating with periodicity do- An incoming beam with
1Пс and a diffracted beam with 0 ou t are indicated. The individual steps are
tilted вин (the blaze angle) with respect to the surface plane.
array of equally spaced sources, with a mutual phase difference 2πΔχ/\. The angu
lar distribution of the intensity /(0 o u t ) in the diffracted beam is found by adding all
contributions of the individual sources (or, equivaJently summing over the number
of periods Titot of the grating that is involved in the diffraction process) and then
taking the expectation value. Moreover, the intensity in the resulting diffraction
is modulated with the diffraction pattern of a single period of the grating /(flout),
which finally leads to
Пв0иг)

=

-ikAxn

Ш9оиь)\2

(3.3)

n=0

where the wave number к = λ/2π. The diffraction pattern of a single groove of the
grating can be expressed as
ƒ(*«*) = Io

sin(fcdosinöout)
Ыо sin θΜι

(3.4)

For an ideal situation, when the argument of the exponential function in Eq. 3.3 is
constant, the summation is a geometrical series and Eq. 3.3 reduces to
^ _

/(ö0ut) = /o|/(ö ou 0l

eikAx(ntot+l)

2

1

ßikAx

(3.5)

It is clear that the intensity distribution shows maxima when the denominator in
Eq. 3.5 diverges, i.e. when the path difference equals an integral number (m) of wave
lengths
do(sin 9inc - sin Oout) = τηλ.
(3.6)
m is commonly denoted as the order of diffraction. Up to now we have only used
the periodicity of the grating. A reflection grating has however an additional degree
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of freedom, in comparison to a transmission grating, since the individual reflecting
surfaces (grooves) can be tilted with respect to the average orientation of the surface
of the grating (see Fig. 3.5). This so-called blazing can be used to direct the highest
intensity of /(öoui) away from θ^ι = 0 (corresponding to the m = 0 diffraction
pattern) into a chosen direction. For example, a tilt angle 0<tIi shifts the maximum
intensity to оиі = Ыі. Then, ои( on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.4 must be replaced
by Oout—Suit- In this way the intensity in higher order diffraction patterns is favoured.
3.3.3

Diffraction at an Irregular Periodic Surface

A naturai stepped crystal surface may not provide an ideal grating. It is there
fore interesting to study how a non-ideal stepped surface affects the diffraction. For
example crystal defects, oxidization or adsorbed atoms or molecules may cause (lo
cal) deviations from the periodicity (i.e. changes of the step width) of the stepped
surface. Non-stepped areas (plateaus) can arise as result of imperfect recrystallization of the crystal surface during annealing. Therefore, we consider a surface that
has a periodicity that varies slightly around a mean periodicity and also calculate
how a non-stepped area influences diffraction. In the calculations we omit (without
loss of generality) the role of /( оиі) because it has no effect on the direction in
which the maxima of the diffraction pattern occur. In fact, /( оиі) only affects the
intensity and can be manipulated via the blaze angle of the stepped surface.
The non-periodicity of the grating can be modelled by switching from a con
stant step width do to a distribution of step widths (still centered around do in order
to make a clear comparison). Because the step width is no longer constant, Eq. 3.3
can no longer be rewritten into Eq. 3.5. To find the intensity distribution in such
a situation the summation of Eq. 3.3 has to be performed explicitly. The results
of this elementary calculation can be summarized as follows. Deviations from the
step width may cause a shift of the direction in which the diffraction peaks occur
(the shift increases when m increases). Moreover, the peak intensity in higher order
diffraction patterns decreases rapidly in case the step width is not constant, espe
cially when a large number of steps is involved in the diffraction process.
The effect of a non-stepped area is treated in a similar way, i.e. by carrying
out the summation of Eq. 3.3. We assume a surface with ni steps with constant pe
riodicity do, a non-stepped interval (length вг periods) and again a regular stepped
part (with пз steps, still with periodicity do). The result is a diffraction pattern that
resembles that of a surface with Пі+пг+пз periods involved in diffraction. However,
dependent on the value of П2 (in comparison to ni and пз), a redistribution of the
intensity in the diffraction pattern is found and as a result the secondary maxima
of the diffraction peaks may now also contain considerable intensity.
Summarizing the effects expected for diffraction from an irregular periodic sur
face we note the following. If there exists a distribution of step widths, the direction
in which the maxima of the diffraction patterns are found can differ slightly from the
positions expected for a perfect surface. The observation of higher order diffraction
patterns is only possible when the deviations of the (ideal) periodicity of the stepped
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surface are small. Non-stepped areas can cause a redistribution of the intensity in
the diffraction pattern. These considerations indicate that the focusing magnetic
fields for diffraction from an irregular periodic surface may deviate slightly from the
previously calculated positions (typically a few percent). These findings may be a
starting point to make a comparison of the results of electron focusing experiments
and topographic data from an STM [13, 14] on the same type of periodic surface.
We expect that when diffraction of conduction electrons is observed, areas of the
crystal surface are regularly stepped over at least several tens of periods (i.e. the
stepped area has dimensions comparable to the point-contact area). It must therefore be possible to relate electron focusing experiments and STM images of the same
surfaces. The only problem that can arise is the major difference in requirements
for surface preparation. STM experiments may heavily suffer from contamination of
the surface whereas the same contamination will hardly affect the electron focusing
experiment since the surface is probed from the inside.
3.3.4

Discussion of the Analogy with Optics

The diffraction experiments with the Cu(410) surface have shown that the behaviour of the conduction electrons at a stepped surface can be described by means
of a direct analogy with optics. Here we will justify this assumption and discuss
some of its implications. As a start, we note that the orifice of a metallic point
contact is extended at the scale of the electron wave length, unlike the situation for
quantum point contacts in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). Therefore the
point contact can be seen as an array of individual sources. Each of these sources
isotropically injects Bloch electrons (in this case the emission of electrons may also
be seen as a spherical wave function that starts to spread out from the point contact
and the probability to find an electron at a given distance from the point contact
is equal in all directions). When an electron arrives at the stepped surface its wave
front is planar as long as the dimensions of the area at the surface where it is evaluated are small compared to the radius of the wave front and scattering can be
ignored. For all practical purposes this assumption is legitimate. In this description
of diffraction of Bloch electrons we have an incoming wave front that is planar and
phase-coherent, similar to the optical situation. We also note that, because of the
large mean free path, the transport of the Bloch electrons is ballistical. It allows
the definition of the angles of incidence and diffraction at the stepped surface, just
like in the optical situation.
If the crystal surface is perfectly flat the surface will also be periodic (because
of the regular positioning of the individual atoms), with a periodicity depending
on the exact crystallographic orientation of the surface. It can be argued that
diffraction may occur. In normal metals however the atomic distances are smaller
than the electron wave length and the electrons axe not very sensitive for this periodicity. Moreover, as follows from surface structure calculations as well as STM
measurements the electron density at the surface is rather smooth and shows only
corrugations of the order of 0.01 nm. These arguments are supported by the absence
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of diffraction peaks in electron focusing experiments with atomically flat surfaces
[7, 13] which indicates that the electrons indeed experience an averaged potential
that varies only very slowly (or is constant) and do not observe the periodicity of
individual atoms at the surface. Atomically flat surfaces act as a mirror and only
specular reflection is found. In case of stepped surfaces the scattering potential is
periodic (with a periodicity equal to the width of the steps) but due to the height
differences at the step edges diffraction may occur. In fact, for a stepped crystal
surface the spatial dependence of the scattering potential can be completely determined from electron focusing (diffraction) experiments because the position of the
diffraction peaks gives the periodicity of the potential and the relative intensity in
the various orders of diffraction is a measure for the blaze angle and thus the tilting
of scattering potential.

3.3.5

Natural and Artificial Periodic Surfaces

In order to study diffraction of conduction electrons in more detail, it is important that the surfaces are better characterized. Deviations of the spherical shape
of the Fermi surface must also be incorporated. A better surface quality implies
that imperfections as discussed above are reduced to a minimum and the surface
quality should be easily checked using a surface sensitive technique like STM. When
working with noble metals, stepped Ag(310) and Ag(410) surfaces [15] are likely
candidates, since the Fermi surface of Ag is also more spherical than that of Cu and
a quantitative analysis of the intensity of the diffraction patterns may be possible.
There is however a different approach that reduces the dimensionality of the experiment. It makes use of a semimetal (like Bi) or a 2DEG instead of a noble metal.
The Fermi surface of Bi consist of elongated ellipsoids and, by properly aligning the
single crystal, electron orbits on a circular cross-section can be selected. Electrons
that are not in this plane traverse trajectories that do not give rise to strong focusing peaks (in contrast to a similar situation of a noble metal with a spherical Fermi
surface). As the experiment with Bi (and of course with a 2DEG) can be regarded
as being two-dimensional (with circular electron orbits) a quantitative analysis of
the intensities is allowed. Because the Fermi wave length of a semimetal or a 2DEG
is an order of magnitude larger than in a metal (typically 40 nm), the grating on
the surface can be made artificially by means of sub-micron techniques. The quality
of such artificially prepared stepped surfaces can be high and does not require the
(sub-)nanometer resolution of an STM to check the quality. It must be realized
that in a 2DEG or a semimetal the number of periods of the stepped surface that
contributes to diffraction is considerably smaller than in the case of a normal metal
and the diffraction peaks will broaden. Moreover, because the larger Fermi wave
length of these materials (again in comparison to normal metals), the plane wave
approach as used here to describe diffraction may not suffice. Finally, as such a
grating is not blazed (in contrast to a stepped crystal surface) the m = 0 diffraction
pattern will have maximal intensity (but is identical to the already known specular reflection peak which also shows up in absence of diffraction) and higher order
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diffraction patterns are weak [16].
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4.1

Introduction to Andreev Reflection

A wave that arrives at the interface between two materials will be partly re
flected and partly transmitted. This effect is well-known from every day experience
in optics. Although electrons have a fundamentally different nature compared to
photons (electrons are fermions while photons are bosons) they behave similarly at
an interface because of their wave character. For example, Snell's law from optics,
based on the behaviour of the wave vectors on both sides of the interface is recov
ered for electrons. In fact, the quality and type of the interface (e.g. metal-metal
or metal-vacuum) then determines the fractions of the incident electrons that are
specularly reflected, transmitted or refracted respectively. However, when the sec
ond material in the electronic analogy is a superconductor, an entirely new situation
occurs which does not have a simple optical counterpart.
The ground state of a superconductor is very different from that of a normal
metal, since electrons are condensed in pairs (the paired electrons having opposite
momentum and spin). An electron, that arrives at the interface of a normal metal
and a superconductor (N-S interface), can not be transmitted into the superconduc
tor when its energy is within the energy gap of the superconductor. It is expected
that the electron should reflect specularly in this саде. However, also Andreev re
flection [1] can occur and then the incident electron crosses the interface together
with a second electron from the normal metal, now adding a pair of electrons to
the superconducting ground state. Because of charge and momentum conservation
the incident electron is retroreflected at the N-S interface and a hole travels back
along the trajectory of the incident electron. In this way Andreev reflection yields
a unique type of (retroreflecting) mirror for charge carriers. Its optical analogue is
found in degenerate four-wave mixing [2].
As an introduction, this chapter presents a microscopic description of the An
dreev reflection process and its experimental aspects based on point-contact ge
ometries. This first part of the chapter gives a qualitative description of Andreev
reflection. It is followed by a section in which Andreev reflection is treated quanti
tatively by calculating the exact energy dependence of the probability of Andreev
reflection. This theoretical approach goes beyond previous calculations and incor
porates the effect of dispersion on both sides of the N-S interface. We calculate the
effect of dispersive wave vectors on the reflection properties of the N-S interface and
describe how the dispersion in the normal metal and the superconductor can be iso
lated experimentally. Next, spectroscopic experiments of Andreev reflection with a
high temperature superconductor are presented. From the Andreev reflection mea
surements we conclude that it is very probable that the energy gap and pairing in
reciprocal space of the high temperature superconductors are in accordance with the
conventional BCS theory. Moreover, experiments that show unexpected asymme
tries in the resistance versus voltage characteristics of a normal metal point contact
on an N-S bilayer are introduced. We have investigated this new effect extensively
(both experimentally and theoretically) but do not have a complete understanding.
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Because Andreev reflection is a relatively new technique, there is a large number
of potential applications to fundamental problems in physics. The chapter con
cludes with proposals for two new experiments (concerning the proximity effect and
electron spin polarization) using Andreev reflection.

4.2
4.2.1

Principles of Andreev Reflection
Introduction

In this section we will consider the reflection and transmission of a charged
particle at a normal metal-superconductor (N-S) interface. As a start, we briefly
introduce the ground state properties of the normal metal and the superconductor.
By following an electron that is incident from the normal side on the interface we
describe Andreev reflection and its implications. We discuss geometries that are
favourable for spectroscopic experiments based on Andreev reflection.
4.2.2

Microscopic Description of Andreev Reflection

At a temperature of zero degrees Kelvin the normal metal and the supercon
ductor are in the ground state. In the normal metal all energy levels up to the Fermi
energy will be filled according to the Fermi-Dirac statistics. For the superconductor
the density of states is very different, because in the superconducting ground state
electrons with opposite momentum and spin are condensed in Cooper pairs and the
pairs obey Bose-Einstein statistics. As a result of an applied voltage, excitations
from the ground state can be made. For example, in the normal metal an excitation
can be regarded as an electron outside the filled Fermi sphere. In the superconduc
tor such an excitation must be seen as a fermionic quasiparticle that blocks a paired
state of the boson gas (i.e. the states in reciprocal space that compose a pair are no
longer simultaneously occupied or empty). For the quasiparticles in the supercon
ductor there also exists a forbidden region, the energy gap, of 2Δ around the Fermi
level Ερ in which no single-particle states are allowed. This energy gap is typically
a few meV whereas the Fermi energy of a normal metal and a superconductor are
several eV. At the the gap edges (EF ± Δ) the density of states of the quasiparticle
energy spectrum diverges, while the density of states in the normal metal is almost
constant in this energy range.
We investigate qualitatively the reflection and transmission of an electron that
arrives at the N-S interface. We will assume a one-dimensional metallic N-S in
terface and show later how Andreev reflection in two or three dimensions must be
treated. A metallic interface implies a good electrical contact between the materials
(i.e. they are separated by a low barrier) and in this situation one- and two-particle
processes can play a role. Without loss of generality we assume that the normal
metal can adequately be described with a free electron model, i.e. with a quadratic
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dispersion relation. For convenience we will consider all energies E with respect
to the Fermi energy Ερχ, so E = п2д2/2тп — EFN.
For small deviations of the
energy, the wave vector q can be expanded linearly around the Fermi wave vector
qF (see Fig. 4.1a). In this picture two types of excitations can exist. An electron-
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Figure 4.1 (a) Dispersion relation of a normal metal. An electron-like ex
citation with q+ and a positive group velocity is indicated, (b) Dispersion
relation of a superconductor with energy gap Δ. At a given energy above
Δ four quasiparticle wave vectors exist, two with positive (—k~ and +k+)
and two with negative group velocities (—k+ and +k~). In both figures the
horizontal scale is greatly expanded.
like excitation (with charge —e) is made by adding an electron (with \q\ > qp)
above the completely filled Fermi sea, while an excitation below EFN is hole-like
(with \q\ < qp and charge e) and represents an unoccupied state within the Fermi
sphere. The group velocity of an excitation is given by υ3 = dE/dhq. The excita
tion spectrum of quasiparticles in a superconductor with a wave vector к and Fermi
energy Eps can be expressed in a similar way, but now with a dispersion relation
E2 = [h2k2/2m — Eps]2 + Δ2. This yields a dispersion relation which has a minimum
of Δ (the gap energy) at the Fermi wave vector ±kF (Fig. 4.1b). At a given energy
above Δ there exist four possible quasiparticle wave vectors ±k+ and ±k~. As is
clear from Fig. 4.1b the quasiparticle excitations in the superconductor with -)-Â;+
and —AT have a positive group velocity while those at +k~ and — k+ have a negative
group velocity.
In case an electron-like excitation with E > 0 from the normal metal is transferred across the N-S interface, its character will change as a direct result of the
coherent occupation of (к, —k) states in the superconductor (note that if both mate
rials are in electrical contact their Fermi levels are lined up). The incoming excitation
originating from the normal side must now be handled as a quasiparticle at the su
perconducting side, i.e. as a particle with a fermionic nature (in combination with
a boson gas). Suppose that the initial electron excitation from the normal metal
has wave vector q+, crosses the N-S interface, and continues in the superconductor
with k+. This process is only allowed when the paired state (k+,—k+) is initially
empty. The probability of finding such an empty state is u£+ (the probability that
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к
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Figure 4.2 Coherence factors as a function of the wave vector, щ and
vi are the probabilities to find a paired state with (к, —к) which is empty
respectively filled. The gradual change of the occupation fractions near the
Fermi level occurs over a range of approximately (А/Ер$)кр « 10_4А;^.
this state is occupied is и£+). Here uk+ and Vk+ are the BCS coherence factors
= 1/2 [1 + (E2 - A2y/2/E].
The relation between ик and vk and к is
ω 2 + = ι _ vl+
depicted in Fig. 4.2. Since there are two quasiparticle wave vectors with a positive
group velocity we must also consider the probability that the incoming excitation
occupies the state with — k~. This process has probability u?.fc- (the state with
—k~ being initially empty). From Fig. 4.2 we see directly that ui f c - = vl+ (because
u
fc+ •+• vk+ = 1 t t a excitation is either transferred into a quasiparticle with wave
vector Ä;+ or with — k~). We note that the quasiparticle states have an occupancy
between zero and unity, in contrast to the occupancy of an electron- or hole-like
state in a normal metaJ which is either 0 or 1 (at zero temperature). In literature
quasiparticles that occupy the state with +k+, or its partner state with — k+, are
often denoted as electron-like quasiparticles and associated with u2 (because the
occupation of the states at high energies E S> Δ resembles that of a true electron
like excitation of a Fermi gas). Similarly, the states with —k~ and -|-Ar are called
hole-like quasiparticle states, and associated with v2. As can be seen from Fig. 4.2,
in the superconductor it is possible to have electron-like quasiparticles inside the
Fermi sphere (in contrast to the case for a normal metal where electron-like exci
tations strictly reside outside the Fermi sphere). When an electron-like excitation
from the normal metal crosses the N-S interface with an energy that largely exceeds
the gap energy (E S> Δ) the quasiparticle excitation in the superconductor is purely
electron-like. Moreover, we note that for an energy Ε = 2Δ the occupancy of the
quasiparticle state at -|-A;+ is 0.93 and the occupancy of the quasiparticle state at
—k~ is 0.07 (referring to electron-like and hole-like quasiparticle states). At the
gap edge, where the excitation energy equals the gap energy, both quasiparticles
states are occupied with equal probabilities and the quasiparticle group velocity has
dropped to zero. There are no transmitted quasiparticles if Ε < Δ (this can also
be deduced from a mathematical point of view regarding the BCS coherence factors
that become complex when Ε < Δ). In the above discussion we implicitly assumed
a step-like build-up of the energy gap at the N-S interface, and an instantaneous
transfer of the incoming excitation into a quasiparticle. When however the energy
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gap builds up gradually the situation is slightly different. Then the occupation of
the quasiparticle states also gradually changes with position. For simplicity we con
tinue the description of the N-S interface based on a step-like build-up of the gap.
In order to introduce a two-particle process at the interface we consider a
quasiparticle excitation in more detail. We note that a state in which к is occupied
by an electron (with charge —e) is equivalent to the situation where —k is occupied
by a hole (with charge e). In fact, both situations only differ by one Cooper pair
which is accommodated in the condensate. The total energy of the superconductor
is Etotai = Ea + μΝ + Σι* Ekltlk with ^ σ the ground state energy, μΝ the energy
represented by N electrons at the chemical potential μ, and the summation over all
wave vectors yields the energy carried by the quasiparticle excitations {Ek is calcu
lated with respect to μ and 7^7^ is the quasiparticle number operator). The energy
Ee required to make a quasiparticle excitation with charge — e is Ee = μ + EkSimilarly, for the creation of a quasiparticle excitation with charge e an energy
Eh = — μ + Ek = —{μ — Ek) is needed (Eh differs by 2μ from Ee because a pair of
electrons is now at the chemical potential). Note that the excitation with charge e
lies as far below μ as the excitation with charge — e is above μ. The energy spec
trum of quasiparticles with charge — e and e is visualized in Fig. 4.3. We emphasize
that there is no fundamental difference between both types of excitations; in fact
the only difference is one pair of electrons that is added to the condensate. The
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Figure 4.3 Dispersion relations £ β and Eh for quasiparticles with charge
—e and charge e in the superconductor (upper and lower part of the figure).
quasiparticles with charge e and those with charge —e are again respectively called
electron-like and hole-like. Although electron- and hole-like now also refer to the
charge of the quasiparticle, the definition is consistent with the one made during
the discussion of the coherence factors as иІ(Ек) (electron-like) is equal to vl(—Ek)
(hole-like). Moreover, electron-like quasiparticles obey the Schrödinger equation
while holes obey the time-reversed Schrödinger equation. The above definitions of
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electron- and hole-like quasiparticles lead to the following (energy and charge conserving) two-particle process which is known as Andreev reflection [1]. An incident
electron-like quasiparticle excitation reflects at the N-S interface to the other side
of the Fermi sphere and becomes a hole-like quasiparticle excitation; simultaneously
a charge —2e is transferred across the interface and accommodated as a Cooper pair
in the superconductor. The Andreev reflected hole excitation lies within the Fermi
sphere and has negative group velocity in the normal metal, i.e. it moves away from
the N-S interface. The hole excitation can be interpreted in two ways, which are
of course identical. First, it can be seen as an excitation with positive energy and
q~, satisfying the time-reversed Schrödinger equation. Second, the hole can be regarded to have a negative energy and — q~, then obeying the Schrödinger equation
for electrons (in this way the hole is a "missing electron"). Both views of the hole
are equivalent because the creation of a quasiparticle that behaves according to the
time-reversed Schrödinger equation is the same as the annihilation of a quasiparticle
(with opposite momentum and spin) that follows the Schrödinger equation [3]. The
magnitude of the wave vector of the incident electron excitation and the Andreev
reflected hole excitation are slightly different as a result of the dispersion in the
normal metal. The ratio (q+ — q~)/qF is of the order of A/EFN к Ю - 4 . Ignoring
this small difference we see that the wave vector of the hole excitation is opposite
to the wave vector of the incident electron excitation, i.e. the incoming electron is
retroreflected as a hole. As the hole excitation has positive charge and moves away
from the N-S interface it increases the total current in the system (the so-called ex
cess current). The excess current (caused by an electron with energy between E and
E + dE) may also be interpreted in terms of a current of " missing electrons" in the
otherwise completely filled (earring no net current) energy band between — E and
—E — dE in the normal metal. Moreover, as the Cooper pair consists of a spin-up
and a spin-down electron, the spins of the particles involved in Andreev reflection
have opposite directions.
Since all relevant processes at the N-S interface have been introduced, a com
plete picture of Andreev reflection can be given. Figure 4.4 shows how an incoming
electron excitation from a normal metal with wave vector q+ and energy E can be
reflected and transmitted at an N-S interface. First, due to scattering at the N-S
interface (e.g. because of velocity mismatch or oxide at the interface) the incom
ing electron may be specularly reflected (with wave vector —q+). Second, it can
be transmitted into the the superconductor and generate a quasiparticle excitation
with wave vector k+ or —Ar. In the first case (+fc+) the quasiparticle is found on the
same side of the Fermi sphere whereas the second case (—k~) implies reflection to
the other side of the Fermi sphere (also denoted as transmission across the interface
without and with branch crossing). Finally, in the case of Andreev reflection, the
initial electron excitation reflects as a hole excitation (with a wave vector — q~ in
the normal metal and with energy E below the Fermi level) and a Cooper pair is
added to the condensate. We can also make some general remarks concerning the
probabilities of Andreev reflection, specular reflection and transmission through the
interface. In a system with one- and two-particles processes, the probability of the
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Figure 4.4 Reflection and transmission of charged particles at an N-S in
terface. An incident electron (1) can generate an Andreev reflected hole A,
a specularly reflected electron B, and transmitted quasiparticles in the su
perconductor С and Ό (respectively without and with branch crossing). The
arrows indicate the directions in which the particles move.

one-particle process will be dominant. So if Ε > Δ we expect that most of the
incident particles are transmitted as quasiparticles and the probability of Andreev
reflection is small. Andreev reflection may however gain importance when Ε < Δ
(as transmission of quasiparticles becomes impossible). To favour Andreev reflec
tion it is essential that the electrical contact between the normal metal and the
superconductor is good (like in metallic N-S junctions). As was shown by Blonder,
Tinkham, and Klapwijk (ВТК) [4] a quantitative description of the energy depen
dence of the probabilities of Andreev reflection, specular reflection, and transmission
can be achieved by solving the Bogoliubov equations in combination with the ap
propriate boundary conditions. In contrast to the semiconductor model which is
often used to describe (high barrier) tunnel junctions, the ВТК model is applica
ble for any barrier height. Figure 4.5 displays the calculated energy dependence of
the reflection and transmission probabilities of an N-S interface for three values of
the barrier height, using the ВТК model. As the approach using the Bogoliubov
equations incorporates the wave character of the electrons and holes there is still a
probability for Andreev reflection even if E > Δ (see Fig. 4.5). Moreover, we see
in Fig. 4.5 that in metallic junctions (with a low Z) Andreev reflection is the domi
nant process for energies within the energy gap. At the gap edge the probability for
Andreev reflection is unity and independent of Z.
Now we will extend the discussion from a one-dimensional situation to a twoor three-dimensional system and show the physical implication of the change of the
wave vectors before and after Andreev reflection. We note that the parallel compo
nent of the incident wave vector will exactly be reversed while the component of the
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Figure 4.5 Energy dependence of the probability of Andreev reflection A,
specular reflection B, and transmission without and with branch crossing С
and D respectively. Ζ is a measure for the barrier height (an N-S interface
without scattering has Ζ = 0).
wave vector perpendicular to the interface is slightly changed (as discussed above).
This leads to a small angle between the trajectories of the incoming electron and
outgoing hole. If θ is the angle between the incoming wave vector and the normal
on the N-S interface, the deviation between the two paths is δθ « ίΆη(θ)Ε/ΕρΝ. In
case of a one-dimensional system like an N-S point-contact or in a superconducting
microbridge this will have no measurable effect as θ = 0. For a two- or threedimensional system (e.g. a point contact on an N-S bilayer) this subtle deviation
of the retroreflecting condition may be observed especially for electrons at grazing
incidence. The deviation from retroreflection can also be described in reciprocal
space with a two-dimensional N-S interface (see Fig. 4.6). An incoming electronlike excitation above the Fermi level with q+ moves to the N-S interface at constant
gjf". Andreev reflection introduces a hole-like excitation below the Fermi level, which
moves away from the interface at constant -qjj". If the perpendicular component of
the incoming wave vector lies an amount Sq± outside the Fermi sphere, the Andreev
reflected hole will have a wave vector whose perpendicular component is 6<7X inside
the Fermi sphere and ends with -q~. Figure 4.6 shows that the initial and final
wave vector in Andreev reflection are not parallel, i.e. there is no exact retroreflec
tion. The change of the wave vectors upon Andreev reflection causes a difference
in momentum perpendicular to the interface <5ρχ = hSq±/m. This momentum is
transferred across the interface and taken by the Cooper pair, carrying it away from
the interface and giving rise to a supercurrent in the condensate. This supercurrent
is present in one-, two-, and three-dimensional systems.

4.2.3

Experimental Geometries for Andreev Reflection

After having introduced the principles of Andreev reflection at ал N-S interface
we give two examples of experimental geometries (based on the use of point contacts)
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Figure 4.6 Andreev reflection in reciprocal space in two dimensions. The
circle with radius qp represents the Fermi surface of the normal metal and is
located at the normal side of the N-S interface. Wave vectors of the initial
electron q+ and final (Andreev reflected) hole -q~ are shown. The electron
and hole have opposite parallel wave vectors Сц. Upon Andreev reflection the
perpendicular components are not exactly reversed but differ an amount 6q±.
For clarity this change of the wave vectors is greatly expanded.

to perform Andreev reflection experiments. Because the occurrence of Andreev
reflection is deeply rooted in the ground state properties of a superconductor, a
single experiment already offers the possibility of revealing basic properties of a
superconductor like the pairing in reciprocal space and the energy gap. Although
Andreev reflection can be observed in several ways, we confine the practical part
of the discussion to experiments with point contacts since they offer an excellent
possibility for spectroscopic studies with ballistic electrons.
A point contact can be described as a small metallic junction between two
materials. When the dimensions of the contact are much smaller than the mean free
path £ in both materials the contact is in the ballistic regime. In this case the Sharvin
[5] formula relates the point-contact resistance Rs to the point-contact radius b via
Rs = 4/3 ріІжЬ2 (with pi a material parameter). For example, in this way a Ag-Ag
point contact with a Sharvin resistance of 1 Ω yields a point-contact radius of 18
nm, which gives a good impression of the dimensions of the point contact. When a
voltage difference V is applied to a point-contact the voltage drop occurs locally at
the constriction of the two materials. The resulting electric field will accelerate the
injected electrons and give them an excess energy eV above the Fermi level. As a
result the injected electrons have a well-defined energy distribution and are suitable
for spectroscopy at meV energies [6, 7]. li I is large, in comparison to the pointcontact radius and sample dimensions, the electrons are not scattered after their
acceleration and follow ballistic trajectories. Similar to refraction in optics electrons
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are refracted at the point-contact interface (due to mismatch of the wave vectors in
the materials on both sides of the interface). In general however, the point contact
can be regarded as an isotropic source of electrons. In order to meet the conditions
of little elastic scattering and a non-thermal energy distribution, the point-contact
experiments are performed at liquid helium temperatures.
Normal Metal-Superconductor Point Contact
The most obvious type of experiment is that of an N-S point-contact junction.
In this geometry the N-S interface is located at the constriction that forms the point
contact. Holes that are created in the Andreev reflection process, as well as spec
ularly reflected electrons, return into the point contact (see the inset of Fig. 4.7).
Therefore, an N-S point-contact geometry is insensitive for the way the wave vector
changes during Andreev or specular reflection.
At a voltage V the differential conductance of the N-S point-contact junction
is дІ/д ( ) = 1 + A(eV) - B{eV) (with A and В the fractions of the incoming
electrons that are Andreev reflected and specularly reflected respectively). In this
geometry, the voltage dependence of дІ/д ( ) can be used to study the energy
dependence of the combined contributions of A and В and to estimate the energy
gap using the ВТК model.
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Figure 4.7 Differential resistance versus voltage curve of a superconducting
NbZr point contact on Ag. Point-contact resistance 11.0 Ω, Г = 1.2 К. The
dashed line shows a fit to the data based on the ВТК model assuming Δ = 1.5
meV and Ζ = 0.6. The inset shows the geometry of an N-S point-contact
junction. An incoming electron (filled circle) is partly reflected as an electron
and partly as a hole (open circle) and a Cooper pair is added to the condensate.
Figure 4.7 shows the characteristic voltage dependence of the differential resis
tance (normalized to the Sharvin resistance R(V)/RS = (dl/dV^))'1)
of ал N-S
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junction. Outside the energy gap the Andreev reflection probability decreases and
the differential resistance becomes constant. At the gap edge (V = ±A/e) the prob
ability of Andreev reflection becomes unity and the point-contact resistance drops
(to half the Sharvin resistance in the ideal case). At zero bias voltage, specularly
reflected electrons outnumber the Andreev reflected holes and cause an increase of
the point-contact resistance. The geometry with an N-S point contact can easily be
realized by placing a sharp etched metal wire on a superconductor, or the reverse
with a sharp superconducting wire on a normal metal [8].
Single Point Contact on a Thin Normal Metal—Superconductor Bilayer
We switch to a slightly different geometry, the so-called N-S bilayers where
a thin normal metal film is backed with a superconducting layer. The N-S bilayer
geometry makes use of a normal metal point contact that is placed on the normal
metal layer. In this way again a set-up suitable for spectroscopy with conduction
electrons is obtained. Although the geometry is closely related to that of an N-S
point contact, the N-S bilayers offer a new approach to study Andreev reflection.
This can easily be seen regarding the wave vectors of the incoming and reflected
particles with respect to the N-S interface. Since Andreev reflection reverses the
wave vector of the incident electron, any injected electron is retroreflected to the
point contact as a hole. Thus, the hole travels back to the point contact along the
same trajectory that was followed by the incident electron. This in great contrast
with specular reflection at the N-S interface. Then the parallel component of the
wave vector of the incident electron is unaltered and only the perpendicular com
ponent changes sign; because the point contact and the N-S interface are separated
by the normal metal layer these specularly reflected electrons are not detected (see
the inset of Fig. 4.8). The bilayer geometry is therefore favourable to separate the
Andreev reflected holes from the specularly reflected electrons. The differential con
ductance of the point contact can be written as дІ/д ( ) = 1 + A(eV). Detection
of holes in this geometry indicates (fc, —k) pairing in the superconductor. Moreover,
the energy gap may be inferred from experiments in this geometry. N-S bilayers are
generally fabricated by subsequently evaporating a film of superconducting material
and a normal metal film on a flat substrate. Since the normal metal layer can be
evaporated on top of the superconducting film without breaking the vacuum, the
quality of the N-S interface can be high and a good electrical contact between the
two materials is obtained [9].
A more accurate description of дІ/д ( ) also requires that scattering
in the normal metal layer should be incorporated. This is realized by writ
ing дІ/д ( ) = 1 + A(eV)A(eV),
where A(eV) is a dimensionless weightfactor depending on the layer thickness of the normal metal film d^ and the en
ergy dependent mean free path ¿(eV) in the normal metal layer.
Assuming
isotropic injection with polar angle θ and azimuthal angle φ we obtain [9] Λ =
тГ 1 j^άφ¡o/2
d9smecoseexp[-2dN/{£(eV)cose)].
The first factor coso weighs
the contribution to the current of holes that return at the point-contact interface
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Figure 4.8 Differential resistance versus voltage curves of two Ag point con
tacts on different Ag-Pb bilayers at 1.2 K. Thickness of the normal metal layer
is 50 and 200 nm; the point-contact resistance is 10.0 Ω and 27.3 Ω for the up
per and lower curve respectively. On increasing the layer thickness, the signal
intensity decreases. The dashed line shows a fit using ВТК results (Δ = 1.4
meV and Ζ = 0.3) and ignoring scattering in the normal metal layer. The
inset depicts the geometry with a single point contact on an N-S bilayer. Af
ter Andreev reflection the retroreflected hole (open circle) is detected with the
point contact. A specularly reflected electron (filled circle) is not detected in
this geometry.
with angle 0. For thin normal metal layers (thickness between 10 nm and 0.1 μιη)
£> dN and Λ is close to unity. In case of thick normal metal layers (the thickness
ranging between 0.1 μτη and 1 /im), scattering becomes important and a smaller
increase of the conductance is observed (see Fig. 4.8). Up to now the energy de
pendence of i{eV) has been ignored. This is legitimate for energies well below the
phonon energies in the normal metal, which are typically 10 to 15 meV for noble
metals, because then Í{eV) is governed by the energy independent elastic mean free
path ¿ (based on Matthiessen's rule \¡í(eV) = 1/t + l/iinei(eV) with ^¡(еУ)
the
inelastic mean free path). For energies close to, or above, the phonon energies,
ttrviieV) < £ and ttnei(eV) determines ¿(eV).
Single Point Contact on a Thick Normal Metal—Superconductor Bilayer
In this type of geometry the evaporated thin film is replaced by a thick single crystal. In principle the injection and detection of a point contact on such a
thick bilayer geometry is similar to the case with a thin normal metal layer (the
typical thickness of the normal metal layer is now 25 μτη. and the elastic mean free
path is about 700 μιη). However, as the electrons and holes now traverse long
trajectories from the point contact to the N-S interface and back, this geometry
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is extremely sensitive to small deviations (less than 1 0 - 3 to I O - 4 rad, dependent
on the point-contact radius and layer thickness) from these trajectories. The high
angular resolution of this experimental geometry is very suitable for the study of
small angle scattering phenomena [10]. N-S bilayers of this type can be prepared
by evaporating a superconducting film on a single crystal [10, 11].
In this geometry a small magnetic field is already sufficient to cause a mea
surable deviation from the straight electron and hole trajectories (see Fig. 4.9). A
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Figure 4.9 Andreev reflection without (right) ала with (left) a magnetic
field. The magnetic field deflects electron and hole trajectories. As a result
the holes can no longer be detected with the same point contact.
convenient way of expressing the effect of a magnetic field is by means of the overlap
function of the point-contact area and the area where the Andreev reflected parti
cles arrive at the surface [11]. Starting with an isotropic source and a magnetic
field parallel to the N-S interface the overlap function is 7/(0, </>) = 2/π arccos(5/2) —
¿/2(1 — δ2¡A)1!2. This expression can be derived straightforwardly from geometrical
considerations, assuming a circular point-contact area and a spherical Fermi surface.
The variable 6 is equal to 8 = [1 + sin2 (/>(cos4 φ - 1)] 1 / 2 а 2 /(6Л с cos3 θ), with Rc the
radius of the cyclotron orbit at a magnetic field B: Rc = kkp/eB. When S > 2,
η = 0 and no Andreev reflected holes are detected. Applying the overlap function
with φ = 0 we derive that the earth's magnetic field (B « 0.05 mT) is sufficient
to reduce the overlap function of a Ag-Ag point contact with a resistance of 1 Ω
(ò = 18 nm) to zero if the layer thickness is larger than 75 μτη.
Double Point Contact on a Thick Normal Metal-Superconductor Bilayer
It is also possible to observe Andreev reflection with a double point-contact
geometry on a thick N-S bilayer. In analogy to transverse electron focusing, An
dreev reflected holes can be focused (by sweeping a magnetic field that is directed
parallel to the N-S interface) into a small area at the crystal surface where they are
detected with a second point contact. In this geometry, pioneered by Benistant et
al. [12], again only Andreev reflected holes are detected since specularly reflecting
electrons are not focused on the crystal surface (see Fig. 4.10). Although the detec-
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Figure 4.10 Double point-contact geometry for Andreev reflection (accord
ing to Benistant et ai). Electrons are emitted with a point contact E and
detected with a second point contact C. (a) Focusing of Andreev reflected
holes at the surface, (b) Specularly reflected electrons are not focused.
tion properties of this geometry are similar to the case with a single point contact on
an N-S bilayer, the experimental conditions of the double point-contact geometry
are different. For example, the thickness of the normal metal layer (single crystal)
is of the order of 200 μιη. At a typical point-contact separation of 50 μιη a focusing
field of 10 mT is expected. A somewhat different double point-contact geometry was
employed by Bozhko et al. [13] and is depicted in Fig. 4.11. Now the point contacts
are placed on either side of a superconducting strip which is at the surface of the
normal metal. When comparing the geometries shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 we
note a major difference. The geometry as used by Benistant et al. actually proves

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 Electron focusing geometry according to Bozhko et al. for the
observation of Andreev reflection. The point contacts are placed on both sides
of a strip of superconducting material which is evaporated on the surface, (a)
Direct focusing of electrons (filled circles) and focusing of Andreev reflected
holes (open circles) at magnetic fields equal to So and 2Bo respectively, (b)
Andreev reflected holes and specularly reflected electrons traverse complemen
tary orbits so the focusing positions of electrons and holes coincide.
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that holes are retroreflected. In the geometry of Bozhko et al, Andreev reflected
holes and specularly reflected electrons are focused on the same spot because they
traverse complementary orbits (see Fig. 4.11b). Consequently, no information on
the change of the wave vector during Andreev reflection can be obtained. From
a practical point of view the double point-contact technique has a limitation since
the focusing field should never exceed the critical field of the superconductor. This
implies that the evaporated strips technique of Bozhko et al. is restricted to metals
with a very low focusing field, such as semimetals. The bilayer geometry following
Benistant et al. can be used with normal metals and semimetals. The layer thickness
can be chosen (to a certain degree) such that the focusing field is well below the
critical field. This double point-contact geometry is useful to study Andreev reflec
tion in combination with well-known trajectories of electrons and holes; of course
the emitted electrons are still suitable for spectroscopy. Moreover, the large mean
free path of a single crystal favours the observation of proximity effects (i.e. the
development of induced superconducting properties on the normal metal side of an
N-S interface).
4.2.4

Summary

The properties of Andreev reflection at an N-S interface can be summarized as
follows. An incoming electron excitation from the normal metal with wave vector q+
and energy E above the Fermi level arrives at the N-S interface. There it is reflected
as a hole excitation and a Cooper pair is added to the condensate. The Andreev
reflected hole at an energy E below the Fermi level moves away from the interface
with wave vector — q~, and its charge and spin are opposite to that of the incident
electron. The hole causes an increase of the current in the system (excess current).
Point-contact experiments on N-S bilayers form a suitable method to study Andreev
reflection in real space, in reciprocal space, and to measure its energy dependence.

4.3

4.3.1

Generalized M o d e l of Andreev Reflection at the Inter
face of a Normal Metal and a Superconductor Includ
ing Dispersion of Wave Vectors
Abstract

The exact energy dependence of the Andreev reflection probability at a normal
metal-superconductor interface is calculated, using the Bogoliubov formalism, as
was firstly applied to this situation by Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk (Phys. Rev.
В 25 , 4515 (1982)). We generalize the calculations from Blonder et al. and calculate
in what way the dispersion of wave vectors of the electrons in the normal metal
and the superconductor affects the probabilities for Andreev reflection and specular
reflection. Via an explicit derivation we show that, to first order in the applied
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voltage, the probability of Andreev reflection is equal for positive and negative bias
voltages. This result is also obtained for the probability of specular reflection. We
give experimental geometries to observe the dispersion of the wave vectors in the
normal metal and the superconductor independently.
4.3.2

Introduction

The reflection and transmission probabilities of a normal metal-superconduc
tor (N-S) interface are completely different from those of an interface between two
normal metals. A superconductor exhibits a gap in the energy spectrum around
the Fermi level since all electrons of opposite momentum and spin are condensed
in Cooper pairs. Therefore, an electron that is incident from the normal metal can
not enter the superconductor as an excitation when its energy lies within the energy
gap. Then however, Andreev reflection [1] may occur which simultaneously adds a
Cooper pair to the condensate and annihilates a second electron originating from the
normal metal. The second electron, necessary to create the Cooper pair, introduces
a "missing electron" or hole in the normal metal. A perfect N-S interface (without
scattering) will have an Andreev reflection probability equal to unity. In reality,
scattering due to mismatch of Fermi velocities in the normal metal and the super
conductor or elastic scattering from impurities at the N-S interface will decrease the
probability of Andreev reflection. For energies outside the energy gap electrons can
enter the superconductor as an excitation and the probability of Andreev reflection
decreases rapidly.
It was shown by Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk (ВТК) [4] that the Bogoliubov equations are a proper starting point to derive the energy dependence of
the reflection and transmission probabilities of the N-S interface. In their original
paper, ВТК assumed the Fermi wave vectors in the normal metal and the super
conductor to be equal and energy independent. Blonder and Tinkham [8] showed
that a difference in Fermi wave vectors in the normal metal and the superconductor
could easily be included in the ВТК model via an effective scattering potential.
The results of the ВТК model provide a solid basis for the comparison of theory
and experimental results although in some cases major differences are observed.
For example, normal metal point contacts on an N-S bilayer (with a conventional
BCS superconductor) may show asymmetric differential conductance versus voltage
дІ/д ( ) - characteristics, i.e. the дІ/д ( ) - curves differ for opposite bias
voltages [14]. Moreover, recent investigations of high temperature superconductors
and heavy fermion superconductors using tunneling or metallic point contacts have
revealed a wide variety of дІ/д ( ) - characteristics dissimilar to curves obtained
with conventional superconductors (see Ref. [15] for a review on experiments with
high temperature superconductors). In all previous models that describe the re
flection properties of the N-S interface, the dispersion of the wave vectors of the
electrons and holes involved in Andreev reflection was omitted. The aim of the
calculations presented here is to verify to what degree the dispersion in the normal
metal electrode or the superconducting electrode affects the probabilities of An-
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dreev reflection and specular reflection, and whether this can explain the various
types of curves that are experimentally observed. For this purpose we extend the
ВТК model.
We will derive exact expressions for the energy dependence of Andreev reflec
tion and specular reflection at an N-S interface, including dispersion of wave vectors
in the normal metal and the superconductor. Next, the probabilities of Andreev re
flection and specular reflection are evaluated for positive and negative bias voltages
in order to check whether the energy dependence of the wave vectors might intro
duce asymmetries in the діІд
{ ) - characteristics of N-S point contacts. After
making a first order approximation for the dispersion relation we discuss the impli
cations of the generalized model of Andreev reflection. We conclude with possible
geometries to observe the dispersion in the normal metal and the superconductor
independently.
4.3.3

Derivation of the Exact Energy Dependent Andreev and Specular
Reflection Coefficients of an N - S Interface

In the derivation of the energy dependences of the Andreev reflection proba
bility and specular reflection probability we adopt the technique and the notation
as used by ВТК. Following ВТК we consider a one-dimensional N-S junction and
a step-like build-up of the energy gap Δ ( ι ) = Θ(χ)Δ at the N-S interface (as is
shown in Fig. 4.12).
Hfi(x)

Figure 4.12 Representation of the normal metal-superconductor interface
as used in the model. The energy gap Δ builds up instantaneously. A 6function with height Η models the scattering at the N-S interface.
The wave functions of the electrons and holes (denoted by ƒ (x, t) and g{x, t)
respectively) in the superconductor obey the Bogoliubov equations
ih
ih

(4.1a)

dt

di
dt

=

- [ - ^ ¿ - М ( * ) + (х)]5 + Д(г)/.

(4.1b)

The chemical potential μ(χ) is assumed to be constant and equal to the Fermi energy
Ep. Note that in the normal metal Δ = 0 and that the Bogoliubov equations
reduce to the Schrödinger equation for electrons (Eq. 4.1a) and the time-reversed
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Schrödinger equation for holes (Eq. 4.1b). The elastic scattering at the N-S interface
is introduced via a ¿-function of height Я, V(x) — H6(x) and its effect will be
accounted for by applying appropriate boundary conditions. Solving E from Eq. 4.1
using trial solutions ƒ(x, t) = üel[kx~Et/h] and g{x, t) = i)e»[fcl-Bí/ftl (w¡th к the wave
vector in the superconductor and E the energy with respect to Ep) and taking the
steady state solution one obtains the energy spectrum
E2 = [

^r - E F ] 2 + Δ 2 ·

( 4

·2)

For the coherence factors й2 and v2 (respectively referring to electron- and
hole-like quasiparticles) we derive
ч2(Е) = 1 - v2(E) = I[l + ( Д 2 " f ) 1 / 2 ] .

(4.3)

Note that when the energy is inside the energy gap й and ν are complex conjugates.
The wave vectors in the superconductor can be determined from Eq. 4.2 which
yields in the case of a parabolic dispersion relation (free electrons)
^(E)

= ±(2^[Ερ±(Ε2-Αψ2})^2.

(4.4)

In principle there are four possible values of A;±(Ê') for a given energy. Of these
four wave vectors, k+ and — k~ have a positive group velocity (i.e. they move away
from the N-S interface). For energies inside the energy gap, k+ and —k~ have
imaginary parts leading to an exponential decay of the quasiparticle wave functions
in the superconductor. We note that the definition of the wave vectors in the
superconductor can easily be generalized by taking ^(E) = ±кр ± i lm(k(E)),
analogously to Eq. 4.4 (for energies inside the energy gap). With this definition
again an evanescent quasiparticle wave function in the superconductor is obtained.
For energies outside the energy gap k^^E) is real.
Now we will calculate reflection probabilities of the N-S interface in detail.
Following ВТК we start with an incoming electron-like excitation above the Fermi
level (E > 0) in the normal metal moving in the positive z-direction and calculate
the fractions of reflected and transmitted particles. Throughout this paper we will
consider the energy dependent wave vectors q+ and q~ (of an electron-like excitation
and a hole-like excitation respectively) in the normal metal. The wave vectors of the
transmitted quasiparticles in the superconductor are ±^. From here our discussion
will start to differ from the ВТК model since they assume at this point g* = fc1*1.
The wave functions of the electron and hole parts are (according to ВТК) written
as
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This yields for the wave functions in the normal metal and the superconductor
(ΦΝ(Χ) and ipsix) respectively)

e,9+I + b

ipN(x)

=

ф5(х)

= с

ifc+l

Vk+

1
0

+d

рЧ I

+a
û-k-

-—ík χ

(4.6a)
(4.6b)

V-k-

where the first term in Eq. 4.6a describes the incoming electron. The second and
third term in Eq. 4.6a respectively denote the fractions of specularly reflected elec
trons and Andreev reflected holes that move away from N-S interface (see Fig. 4.13).
Equation 4.6b contains the coupled wave functions in the condensate. The coeffi-
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Figure 4.13 Particles involved in Andreev reflection.
The incoming
electron-like excitation (1) with energy E above the Fermi level (q+) pro
duces a fraction α of Andreev reflected holes (with q~) and a fraction b of
specularly reflected electrons (with — q+). In the superconductor the coupled
quasiparticle wave functions are indicated (ifc*)· The arrows indicate the
directions in which the particles move. The figure indicates the Fermi energies
EFN and Eps of the normal metal and the superconductor. The energy scale
around the Fermi level is greatly expanded.
cients с and d respectively represent the fractions of (electron- and hole-like) quasiparticles that are transmitted without (q+ —> k+) or with (q+ —* -Ar) branch
crossing. For a more convenient notation we note that ü2_k- = v\+ and Ъ2_к- = й£ +
and take (without loss of generality) й-к- = ûfc+ and í)_fc- = uk+. Now the labeling
of the coherence factors can be omitted and we rewrite Eq. 4.6b to
^sfc)

= с

,ïfc+I

+d

-lk

X

(4.6c)

Applying the boundary conditions ^v(O) = Vs(0) and ψ'5{0) — Ψ'Ν(0) =
(2τη/η2)Ηψ(0) leads to a set of four equations from which the coefficients a, b,
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с, and d can be calculated
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(4.7)

Here we introduced energy dependent ratios of the Fermi velocities on both sides
of the N-S interface r** = k^/q* and a dimensionless scattering parameter
Z*1 = тЯ/(А 2 д ± ) at the N-S interface. The current transmission coefficient of
Andreev reflection A (in the rest of the paper denoted as the Andreev reflection
probability) can be obtained by solving о from Eq. 4.7. Because of current conser
vation this probability is weighted with the amplitudes of the currents above and
below the Fermi level (related to the incoming electron and the Andreev reflected
hole) introducing a factor q~~ /q+
A = aa*^-.

(4.8)

The coefficient a in Eq. 4.8 is equal to
α = 2йд(г+~ +г )
х[й2(1 + r++ + 2iZ+){ì + г— - 2iZ-)
+г)2(1 - r-+ + 2ιΖ + )(-1 + Г+- + 2iZ-)]-\

(4.9)

Similarly, solving b from Eq. 4.7 results in the probability current for specular re
flection В (afterwards indicated as the probability of specular reflection),
В = bh*

(4.10)

with b equal to
b = [ü 2 (-l + r + + + 2 ¿ Z + ) ( - l - r — + 2iZ-)
-v2(-l - r-+ + 2iZ+){-\ + Г+- + 2iZ-)]
x[ü 2 (l + т++ + 2iZ + )(l + τ·— - 2iZ-)
-M)2(l - r- + + 2iZ+){-\ + Г+- + 2iZ-))-\

(4.11)

From Eqs. 4.8 and 4.10 it is possible to determine the exact energy dependence
of the Andreev reflection probability and the probability of specular reflection in a
straightforward way. We note that for energies within the energy gap there can be
no transmitted quasiparticles (c = d = 0), and only Andreev reflection and specular
reflection are possible (and thus B{E) = 1 — A{E)). For energies outside the energy
gap also transmission of quasiparticles is possible and both A{E) and B{E) have
to be derived. For future use we introduce \E\ instead of E (as we axe presently
concentrating on an excitation with E > 0 the introduction of the absolute value of
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E is of no effect).
For the situation when 0 < E < Δ we derive the following expression:
A

^

αΔ2
[β\Ε\ + 7 ( Δ - E2)i/2]2 + ¿2( Δ 2 _ &} '
2

=

(4·12)

where the coefficients a, /3, 7, and ¿ are

β

= ^—^- 9 -Re(A; + )

(4.13b)

7

= ^ ^ ( 2 " ^ + Im(t+))

(4.13c)

* = 1+ , 1 -r(|¿ + | 2 + 4Am(fc + ) + 4 m ^ ) .
9Tç

re

(4.13d)

η

When the energy is outside the energy gap, Ε > Δ , the coherence factors
and wave vectors in the superconductor are always real and the Andreev reflection
probability is
άΔ2
A(E) = -^
=
.
[^|£;|+7(£; 2 -Δ 2 ) 1 /2]2 + 52(^2_ Δ 2)

v

(4.14)
>

The coefficients Q, /3, 7, and 5 can be expressed cis

» = ν*™**"
q+q7 = 2+^(2k+k--(q+-q-)(k+-k-)+81^)
δ

.тЯ 1
= 4-£3-- _ ( g + - « , - + * + - * - ) .
g+ç

(4. 15 b)
(4.15c)
(4.15d)

The coefficient of specular reflection for energies outside the energy gap equals
=

[^| + ά£2-Δ2)ν2]2 + ^(Ε2-Δ2)
[/3|£|+7(£; 2 -Δ 2 ) 1 /2]2 + 52(^2 _ Δ 2 ) ·

ν· J

The coefficients /3, 7 and δ are found in Eq. 4.15 and ê, С and ή can be written as

г =

-гК*+]г)
q+q-

ζ = 2-^(2k+kЯ Я
η = ¿^-^z{-q

+

+ (q+ + q-)(k+-k-) + 8—^-)
ri
- 4 - + k+-k-).

.

(4 17a)

(4.17b)
(4.17с)
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Before discussing the implications of the dispersion of the wave vectors on the
Andreev reflection probability, the following limiting condition is considered. When
we neglect the small deviations from the Fermi wave vectors in both materials (which
means that for 0 < E < Δ we take Re(Â;+) = kF and Im(fc+) = 0 and otherwise
A;* =fcfand q± = qp, and consequently write r instead of r**) we note that
Eqs. 4.12 and 4.14 reduce to the results derived by ВТК

. ETTE + ifr')•(*-*•)

A^(E)
•

W

(

E

)

=

(|Ε| + (1+ 2ζ£χ«'-Λ')^

with the effective scattering Z*ff = m2H2/h/ikq
Ref. [8]. Moreover, for Eq. 4.16 we get

0 < Е < Л

E > Δ

·
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'

< 4
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Comparing the exact energy dependence and the results of the ВТК model
in more detail we note the following. The ВТК theory predicts that the Andreev
reflection probability at the gap edge is equal to unity. Substituting E = Δ in
Eq. 4.12 or Eq. 4.14 results in

When the energy dependence of the wave vectors is omitted this relation reduces to
the prediction of the ВТК model (Α(Δ) = 1 and is independent of Z). In contrast
to the ВТК model, the inclusion of dispersive wave vectors does not reproduce the
result that A = 1 when Ζ = 0 (for 0 < Ε < Δ). Finally we note that Eq. 4.20
is similar to the transmission coefficient of a one-dimensional interface between two
materials with wave vectors q+ and q~. Although the creation of a Cooper pair by
means of Andreev reflection is a two-particle process, we apparently can associate
the probability of Andreev reflection at the gap edge with the transmission proba
bility of a single-particle process.
In order to be able to relate the derived reflection properties of the N-S in
terface to an experimental situation we note that the differential conductance ver
sus voltage of an N-S point-contact junction directly follows from дІ/д ( ) =
1 + A{eV) - B(eV).
4.3.4

Probabilities of Andreev Reflection and Specular Reflection of an
N - S Interface for a Reversed Bias Voltage

At the end of the previous section we have related the voltage dependence
of the differential conductance with the energy dependence of Andreev reflection
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probability and the probability of specular reflection. Up to now the calculations
have been performed for E > 0, corresponding to one sign of the bias voltage across
the N-S junction. In an actual experiment both positive and negative voltages are
used. This can be incorporated in the calculations as follows. Instead of deriving
the reflection properties of the N-S interface for an electron-like excitation moving
in the positive ¡r-direction, we now consider a hole-like excitation moving toward the
N-S interface. Again, the wave functions on either side of the N-S interface can be
written as (similar to Eq. 4.6)
ΦΝ(Χ)

=

ф5(х)

= с

0

-w
-ik

+b
X

+d

p+ W

I

,lk+x

+a

-iq^x

(4.21a)
(4.21b)

The set of coupled equations that results after matching the wave functions of
Eq. 4.21 and their derivatives is similar to the one given in Eq. 4.7, provided that
q+ and — q~ are interchanged, k+ and —k~ are interchanged, and й and ϋ are inter
changed.
First we note that the coefficients in Eqs. 4.12 and 4.14 are unaltered when
the above interchanges of the wave vectors are made. Moreover, the interchange of
й and ϋ in Eq. 4.21b can be compensated for by realizing that й(Е) = v(—E) and
v(E) = й(—E). To compensate for the negative energy arguments of the coherence
factors we change E into —E. In this way we obtain the set of equations that was
discussed earlier and consequently obtain the same expressions for the exact energy
dependence of A and B. There is however one essential point. The final step of
changing E into — E implies that the hole must now be regarded as a missing elec
tron at — E, which is however completely legitimate [3]. The expressions for A and
В in Eqs. 4.12, 4.14, and 4.16 are now valid for positive and negative values of E,
although we now have to take the absolute value of the energy in these equations
(justifying the use of \E\ as already introduced).
By considering the reflection properties of the N-S interface for positive and
negative energies we have also derived the voltage dependence of the differential
conductance for opposite bias voltages. The result shows that the dispersion of the
wave vectors in the normal metal or the superconductor does not affect the prob
ability of Andreev reflection differently for opposite bias voltages. We emphasize
that although the symmetry of the Andreev reflection probability seems natural
when viewed from the superconducting side, the exact calculations presented here
(including dispersion of wave vectors) give the formal proof.
The absence of transmitted quasiparticles and the symmetry of A(E) for
\E\ < Δ directly implies that B(E) will also be symmetric in this energy range.
For energies outside the energy gap (as described in Eq. 4.16) we find that the inter
change of wave vectors no longer yields identical coefficients for positive and negative
bias voltages (the interchange of ü and ν however still justifies the introduction of
the absolute value of E) which can introduce an asymmetry. The magnitude of the
effect will be estimated in the following section.
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First Order Approximation Using Energy Dependent Wave Vec
tors

Based on the exact energy dependence of the Andreev reflection probability,
we approximate the effect of dispersion of the wave vectors in the normal metal
and the superconductor. We make a first order expansion of g* and k* around the
respective Fermi wave vectors qf and kp
(E)

q

=

qF +

E

| |

(4.22a)
Efif

k(E) = kF + E Ц

(4.22b)
EFS

Note that the ±-sign in the labelling of the wave vectors has disappeared and that
now both positive and negative values of E are permitted. The derivatives of the
wave vectors at the respective Fermi levels will in the rest of the paper be indicated
as dq/dE and дк/дЕ, omitting the labelling EFN and Eps- In case the energy is
inside the energy gap (referring to the generalized expression forfc*given earlier)
the dispersion of the real part of the wave vector Re(9fc±/ö£J) becomes zero, as no
transport is possible when the wave function is exponentially damped. At this point
we make a second assumption for k^ when \E\ < Δ, namely that the imaginary
part offc*is small in comparison with kp (which is valid as long as the energy gap
is small compared to the Fermi energy of the superconductor). As a result we can
writefc^E)= kF.
Substituting q±(E) and ^(E) in Eqs. 4.12, 4.14, and 4.16 and taking only first
order terms of dq/dE and дк/дЕ we find that the Andreev reflection probability
can be expressed as
A(E)

= A2x[E2

+ {l +

2Z2eff)2(A2-E2)

+2-%E2(A2
r qp oh

- Εψ2]'1

(4.23a)
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r qp ob
= ABTK(E)

\E\<A (4.23b)

=
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To derive Eq. 4.23b we have also assumed that 2(Е/кр)(дд/дЕ)
Similarly we find for the probability of specular reflection
B{E)

= 1 - A(E)
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Note that the latter equation is again valid for positive and negative energies. The
difference in the coefficients in Eq. 4.16 for positive and negative voltages drops out
when the first order expansion of fc* is substituted (formally this is introduced in
Eq. 4.24b via the absolute value of E). Therefore, asymmetries in the дІ/д ( ) characteristics may only be present as a second (or higher) order effect in the voltage.
Moreover, asymmetries can only show up in the specular reflection probability for
energies outside the energy gap.
The above expressions give clear insight into the effects of dispersive wave
vectors on the reflection coefficients as they express A and В as perturbed ВТК
coefficients (referring to Eq. 4.18 and 4.19). What is directly seen from Eq. 4.23 or
4.24 is that the additional contribution due to dispersive wave vectors disappears
at the gap edge. Some examples of the effects of the dispersion of the wave vectors
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Figure 4.14 Probabilities of Andreev reflection A, specular reflection B,
and the differential conductance дІ/д ( ) of an N-S junction as a function
of energy (solid lines), including the effect of dispersion of the wave vectors
in the normal metal. The dashed curves represent the ВТК result. The
curves are calculated for Ζ - 0.5, г - 1, (А/др)(дд/дЕ) = 0.2 (a) and
(А./др)(дд/дЕ) = —0.2 (b). The correction to the differential conductance is
positive for energies inside the energy gap and negative outside the gap and re
verses when the sign dq/dE is reversed. The dispersion in the superconductor
is assumed to be zero.
are shown in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 where we have plotted the energy dependence of A
and В and the differential conductance дІ/д { ) = 1 + A(eV) - B{eV) of an N-S
junction.
For clarity we consider the effect of dispersion in the normal metal and the
superconductor independently. Figure 4.14 (calculated using Eqs. 4.23 and 4.24)
shows that the effect of dispersion in the normal metal, determined by the quantity
{A/qF)(dq/dE)
can be positive and negative with respect to the original ВТК energy
dependence. Corrections are present for energies inside (for A and 5 ) and outside
(only for B) the energy gap. In order to observe the effect of dispersive wave vectors
in the superconductor it is essential that the ratio of the Fermi velocities is unequal
to unity. This is displayed in Fig. 4.15 and we find, for energies outside the energy
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Figure 4.15 The influence of dispersive wave vectors in the superconductor
on the probabilities of Andreev and specular reflection (solid curves A and
ß), and the differential conductance dlfdViy)
of an N-S junction. The
dispersion of the wave vectors in the normal metal is assumed to be zero,
Ζ = 0.5, г = 2, and (b/kF){dk/dE) = 0.2 (a) and {A/kF)(dk/dE) = -0.2
(b). The effect of the dispersion is absent when the energy is inside the energy
gap and the correction to the ВТК result (dashed lines) can be positive and
negative, depending on the sign of дк/дЕ.
gap, similar types of curves as shown in Fig. 4.14. If the energy is inside the energy
gap there is no correction. The curves in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 are calculated for a
typical metallic point-contact junction with small elastic scattering and small Fermi
velocity mismatch at the N-S interface. However, for a tunneling point-contact or a
situation with very different Fermi velocities the same type of curves will be found,
only the discontinuity at the gap edge becomes more pronounced. Next we will
discuss the corrections on the ВТК results.
4.3.6

Discussion

When evaluating the corrections to the ВТК result in Eqs. 4.23 and 4.24,
three quantities are relevant, namely Z, dq/dE, and дк/дЕ. First, we discuss the
modelling of the interfacial scattering. As a new result we find that the sign of
Ζ becomes relevant. In the ВТК calculations the sign of Ζ is irrelevant since only
Z 2 -terms show up in the energy dependence of Andreev reflection (see Eqs. 4.18 and
4.19). Now however, the sign of Ζ becomes essential for the sign of the correction
on the Andreev reflection probability for \E\ < Δ. A physical implication is that
an interface with positive Ζ οτ Η gives a different дІ/д ( ) - characteristic com
pared to an interface with a negative value of Ζ от Η. The effect of a negative Ζ on
the reflection coefficients can directly be seen using Fig. 4.14, because a negative Ζ
in combination with a positive (А/др)(дд/дЕ) is equivalent to a positive Ζ and a
negative (А/ср)(дд/дЕ)
(see Eq. 4.23 and Fig. 4.14b). Second, as a more obvious
result of the first order approximations of the wave vectors, we get the effect of
dq/dE and дк/дЕ on the characteristics. The sign of both derivatives affects the
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sign of the corrections to the ВТК result as is shown in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15. For
materials for which the free electron model holds it can directly be shown that the
-4
effect of the dispersion in general will be small, as (Е/др)(дд/дЕ) « E/Ер « I O .
In some situations the effects can be much larger, for example near the necks of
the Fermi surface of noble metals, or in general for materials with a much more
complicated bandstructure around the Fermi level like transition metals and rare
earth metals. In the case of materials with a low Fermi energy, such as semimetals,
the dispersion of the wave vectors can also be important.
Kupka [16] has used a Green's function approach to calculate дІ/д ( ) characteristics of two very different materials starting from the energy dependent
reflection coefficient between the normal metal and the superconductor in the nor
mal state. His work implicitly includes the effect of energy dependent wave vectors
on the reflection and transmission probabilities, but omits the effect of a dispersive
wave vector on the interfacial scattering Ζ as used here. Moreover, as the reflection
properties of the N-S interface are essentially different in the normal state and in the
superconducting state, the normal state reflection coefficient is not a proper starting
point to describe the reflection and transmission probabilities of the system in the
superconducting state.
In order to observe the effects of dispersive wave vectors on the дІ/д ( ) V curves a geometry incorporating a metallic N-S junction in combination with a
metallic point contact (to allow spectroscopy) is preferable. The differential con
ductance of an N-S point contact [8] using a noble metal as the normal electrode
(with a very small dq/dE) would reflect the дІ/д ( ) - curves in Fig. 4.15. This
geometry is therefore applicable to obtain дк/дЕ from the difference between the
result of the ВТК model and the measured дІ/д ( ) - curves. Because in this
geometry B(E) may be different for opposite bias voltages the дІ/д ( ) - curves
can be asymmetric (but only as higher order effects). A different approach is based
on a point contact on an N-S bilayer; then only Andreev reflected holes are detected
(i.e. дІ/д ( ) = 1 + A(eV) [9]). As we see from Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 there are no
corrections to A due to dispersion for energies outside the energy gap (and it should
reflect the ВТК result). Inside the energy gap the corrections to the ВТК prediction
are due to dispersion in the normal metal and the sign of Z. In principle dq/dE
could be estimated from these experiments (assuming that Ζ is known). More in
teresting is however the possibility to derive the sign of Ζ by investigating whether
the correction to the ВТК result is positive or negative. Then of course the sign of
dq/dE has to be known; this should be no problem in the case of a noble metal.
Note that in this geometry no asymmetries in the dI/dV(V)-V
curves are expected
for opposite bias voltages.

4.3.7

Conclusions

A generalized model of Andreev reflection shows that dispersion of wave vectors
in the normal metal or the superconductor can affect the probabilities of Andreev
and specular reflection, and consequently the experimentally observed
dl/dViV)-
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V characteristics. The effects are a correction to the results from the ВТК model.
The interfacial scattering and the dispersion relations of the wave vectors in the
normal metal and the superconductor determine whether the correction is positive
or negative. The dispersion of the wave vectors does, to first order in the voltage,
not affect the reflection properties of the N-S interface differently for opposite bias
voltages. Point-contact experiments can be used to determine the dispersion of the
wave vectors in the normal metal and the superconductor separately.

4.4

4.4.1

Andreev Reflection Study of the High Temperature
Superconductor УВагСизОг-^*
Abstract

We present the results of energy resolved measurements of the reflection of
charge carriers at a silver- ВагСизОт-а interface. The observation of Andreev re
flection indicates that the superconducting ground state of ВагСизОт-а consists
of a zero-momentum paired state, commensurate with a (fe, — k) BCS pairing. The
width of the energy gap derived from the energy dependent Andreev reflection proba
bility is in reasonable agreement with the weak coupling BCS prediction. We discuss
the results, also in combination with more recent data on Andreev reflection.
4.4.2

Introduction

The discovery of a new class of copper-oxide superconducting materials [17]
started in 1987 an international effort to isolate both the nature of the supercon
ductive ground state as well as the physical interaction that induces the unexpected
high critical temperatures (high-Tc). In a short time a wide spectrum of exper
imental techniques, including measurements of specific heat [18, 19, 20, 21], dcand ac-Josephson effects [22, 23, 24, 25], quasiparticle tunneling [26, 27, 28, 29],
flux quantization [30], and magnetic penetration depth [31], was employed to ver
ify whether the new materials obeyed the classical theory as proposed by Bardeen,
Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) [32]. The absence of an oxygen- and barium-isotope
effect in ВагСизОт-а [33, 34] indicated that it was unlikely that the attractive
interaction was mediated by phonons, contradicting the suggestion from other ex
perimental data that the classical BCS approach could explain the behaviour of the
high-Tc materials. Since fundamental questions concerning s-wave pairing in the
ground state, the energy spectrum of the excited quasiparticles and the value of
the energy gap were not definitely answered, research on high-Tc materials contin
ued. We employed Andreev reflection to study the superconducting ground state of
'Parts of this section have been published in J. Magn. Magn. Mat. 76&77, 561 (1988): "The
superconductive ground state of ВагСизОу-«", P.J.M, van Bentum, H.F.C. Hoevers, L.E.C, van
de Leemput, and H. van Kempen.
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УВагСизОу-«. This technique can give detailed microscopic insight into the nature
of the pairs both in energy- and momentum-space.
4.4.3

Andreev Reflection

Andreev reflection [1] is a special kind of retroreflection process that can occur
at the interface of a normal metal and a superconductor (N-S interface). An electron
in the normal metal with wave vector к and energy E above the Fermi energy can
not enter the superconductor if E < Δ, since there are no available quasiparticle
states in the gap. However, there is a finite probability to condense into the ground
state, together with a second electron with opposite wave vector —fe, also from the
normal metal. As a result a hole (or missing electron) at an energy E below the
Fermi level will travel away from the interface in the normal metal. The ground
state of the superconductor can be studied by examining the direction in which the
hole is reflected. For a zero-momentum pairing in the superconductor, the hole will
travel exactly along the trajectory of the incident electron, but in opposite direction.
The process of Andreev reflection at N-S boundaries was studied by Blonder,
Tinkham, and Klapwijk (ВТК) [4], and was successfully applied to explain the socalled excess current in N-S point contacts. In principle an N-S point contact can
therefore be used to study the pairing of the electrons in momentum-space. However,
the resistance of a point contact is also influenced by the normal scattering due to
mismatch of, for example, the Fermi velocities of the two materials or due to the
electron-phonon scattering. An elegant and very useful configuration to isolate the
Andreev reflection process is a normal metal point contact on a thin normal film
that is deposited onto the superconductor (see Fig. 4.16). The electrons that are
specularly reflected by the normal potential Ζ at the N-S interface now disappear

N
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УВа2Сиэ07-6 ;

Figure 4.16 Experimental arrangement. The electrons are injected into the
normal metal layer (Ag) with known energy by a Sharvin point contact and
move to the superconductor ( ВагСизС^-і). At the N-S interface Andreev
reflection can occur and the electron (e) is retroreflected as a hole (h). A
magnetic field deflects the trajectories of the electrons and holes and the latter
arrive no longer at the point contact.
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in the normal metal film and do not contribute to the point-contact resistance.
Also the backflow due to electron-phonon interaction is now determined by the
2
Eliashberg function α Ρ(ω) of the normal metal which in general is well-known. If
the point contact is in the Sharvin regime [5] the electrons are injected into the
normal metal layer with a well-defined energy distribution. If the energy of the
incident electrons exceeds the gap energy, they can enter the superconductor as a
quasiparticle, and the Andreev reflection probability strongly decreases. The pointcontact measurements of the energy resolved Andreev reflection probability can
therefore be used to determine the energy gap of the superconductor. This technique
is now more or less established for the study of conventional superconductors, using
both single [9, 12] as well as double [12, 13] point-contact techniques.
4.4.4

Andreev Reflection and Proximity Effects

It is concluded from the measurements of the upper critical field that the
coherence lengths of the high-Tc materials are very short, and the order parameter
at the surface or at an N-S interface could in principle be considerably reduced. This
effect could be troublesome in tunneling experiments where one probes the density
of states at the outermost layer at the surface. Andreev reflection, however, is not
a local effect that occurs only at the interface. If, for example, due to proximity
effects the order parameter varies in the direction perpendicular to the interface,
the Andreev reflection process will still take place for energies up to the energy gap
of the bulk of the superconductor. The only effect is that the contribution to the
point-contact resistance will be somewhat reduced if the length scale on which the
order parameter varies (the coherence length perpendicular to the surface) is not
negligible compared with the mean free path of the charge carriers in the material.
In Fig. 4.17 we have reproduced the result of a numerical calculation of this effect.
The dashed line indicates the Andreev reflection probability for a step-like increase
of the order parameter at the interface and a normal scattering potential Ζ = 0.3.
The solid curves represent the result of a generalization of the ВТК model for
various reduced values of the order parameter at the interface. Δ 0 0 , Δ + , and Δ represent respectively the pair potential in the bulk, at the superconducting side
of the interface, and at the normal side of the interface. The dependence of Δ on
the coordinate perpendicular to the interface is sketched in the inset. As is clear
from these calculations, the energy dependence of the Andreev reflection probability
changes if one assumes that the order parameter decreases at the interface. However,
the qualitative shape remains the same, and more specifically the energy gap in the
bulk of the superconductor can still be determined from the experiments. For more
details we refer to Ref. [35].
4.4.5

Measurements and Discussion

The Andreev reflection experiments were performed using a polycrystalline
ВагСизОт-і film (1 μιη thick deposited on sapphire) on which a Ag layer (0.25
μιη thick) was evaporated [36]. We used an electrochemically etched Ag tip to
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Figure 4.17 Energy dependence of the Andreev reflection probability of a
quasiparticle incident on the N-S interface, for three sets of Δ + and Δ - , as
indicated in the inset (adapted from Ref. [35]). The dashed curves represent
the ВТК result for a step-like increase of the pair potential and for Ζ = 0.3.
The inset shows the position dependence of the pair potential and the location
of the scattering potential Ζ for a gradually increasing potential (a) and the
ВТК situation (b).

make a Sharvin-type Ag-Ag point contact. We use the geometry that is depicted
in Fig. 4.16. The same point contact can be used to detect the retroreflected holes,
which give rise to a decrease of the point-contact resistance. The point-contact
diameter (typically 10 nm) is much smaller than the thickness of the Ag layer,
and only retroreflected holes return through the orifice. A typical result for a AgВагСизОт-б bilayer is displayed in the upper two curves in Fig. 4.18. The pointcontact resistance has a relative maximum at zero voltage, at voltages higher than
approximately 10 mV the resistance starts to increase toward the normal Sharvin
resistance and finally becomes more or less constant above 15 mV. The depression
at low bias voltages can qualitatively be interpreted as due to the reflected holes
that travel back trough the contact.
For comparison, we have also plotted a typical experimental result obtained for
a Ag-Pb bilayer (4.18 lowest curve). Note the different energy scales for the high-Tc
material and the conventional superconductor. The observation of Andreev reflec
tion is in itself a strong indication for zero-momentum pairing in ВагСизОу-в. The
shape of the energy dependent resistance is qualitatively in good agreement with
theoretical predictions and with previous results on Ag-Pb bilayers [9]. In order
to give a quantitative description of the measurements, the effects that determine
the shape of the curve have to be considered: modulation and thermal broaden
ing, electron-phonon scattering in the Ag, proximity-induced superconductivity and
inhomogeneities of the gap in the thin film. In particular, the electron-phonon in-
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Figure 4.18 Measurements of Andreev reflection (upper two curves) on a
Ag-YBasCujOr-i bilayer. Thickness of the Ag layer 250 nm and thickness of
the ВагСизОт-й film 1 μτη. The differential resistance versus voltage curves
of two Ag point contacts of 25.30 Ω and 5.81 Ω versus voltage are shown.
The lowest curve (taken from Ref. [9]) gives the result for a Ag-Pb interface
for comparison. Note the different energy scales for the Ag-YBa2Cu307_i
measurements (upper scale) and for the Ag-Pb measurement (lower scale).

teraction may lead to a considerable reduction of the number of retroreflected holes
that reach the point contact, as the lower branch of the Eliashberg function α2Ε(ω)
peaks around 12 meV for Ag [7]. Therefore, we can only derive a lower limit to the
gap energy. From the curves in Fig. 4.18 we obtain 12.5 ± 2 meV as the lower limit
to the energy gap. This value of the energy gap is in agreement with the results
as obtained from tunneling measurements on the same type of YBa.2Cu307-s film
which yielded Δ = 14 ± 2 meV [36]. Adopting a critical temperature Tc = 90 K, we
find 2А/квТс = 3.2 ± 0.6 and 3.6 ± 0.6 respectively. These values are close to the
BCS prediction 2А/квТс = 3.53. The observation of Andreev reflection implies also
a zero-momentum paired ground state since it is improbable that a different ground
state (based on the formation of localized pairs) can also give rise to a similar sort of
retroreflection and simultaneously has the same energy dependence of the reflection
probability as in the here described case.
The electron-phonon interaction close to the point contact may give rise to
an increase of the resistance in the same energy range as relevant for the study of
the energy gap. For that reason one can not fully exclude the possibility that the
curves in Fig. 4.18 with the Ag-YBa2Cu307_i bilayer are partly or completely due
to electron-phonon interaction. Arguments against such an interpretation are that
for electron-phonon scattering no maximum at zero bias occurs, and one usually
observes a linear increase of the resistance at voltages above the typical phonon
energies. A more decisive test of the occurrence of Andreev reflection is the ap-
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plication of a magnetic field parallel to the surface. Because of the Lorentz force,
the trajectories of the electrons and holes will be bent and the retroreflected holes
will no longer arrive at the point contact (see Fig. 4.16) and, as a consequence, the
point-contact resistance increases. In Fig. 4.19 we have plotted the magnetic field
dependence of the difference in point-contact resistance at 20 meV (above the gap
energy) and at 7.5 meV (below the gap) of a 3.61 Ω point contact. We observe a

«i 1.0 -

magnetic
Figure 4.19 Magnetic field dependence of the normalized point-contact re
sistance due to the Andreev reflected holes. The solid curve is the result of a
theoretical calculation based on the deflection of the quasiparticles in a mag
netic field. The inset depicts the overlap (hatched are) of the point-contact
area and the Andreev reflected holes (displaced by the magnetic field). The
measured values of the point-contact resistance are normalized at В = 0.
gradual increase of the difference in resistance. This gradual increase can be easily
understood if one assumes that this part of the resistance corresponds to Andreev
reflected holes. A point-contact resistance of 3.61 Ω corresponds to a contact area
2
of 250 nm , and a complete deflection of the reflected holes out of the contact area
is expected for a magnetic field of 2.7 T. The solid curve in Fig. 4.19 represents a
simple calculation of the field dependence of the number of Andreev reflected holes
that return through a circular point contact (see the inset). The agreement with
the experimental data is quite reasonable, since the model calculation contains no
free fit parameters.
Similar Andreev reflection experiments were performed using a AuВа2Сиз07_5 bilayer [37]. The ВагСизОт-а layer (thickness 300 nm) was de
posited on a MgO substrate. In contrast to the previous sample, the Au layer
(thickness 200 nm) was evaporated in situ on top of the superconductor. This way
of preparation should yield a high quality N-S interface. The voltage dependence of
the point-contact resistance that was measured on this bilayer closely resembles the
curves shown in Fig. 4.18. The energy gap obtained from these experiments is 13 ± 4
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meV. This leads to 2А/квТс = 3.3 ± 1.0 (with Tc = 90 K), which is comparable
with the results on the Ag-YE^CuaOr-é bilayer.
To reduce the eifect of the energy dependence of the electron-phonon interaction on the actual energy dependence of the Andreev reflection probability at the
N-S interface, the Ag layer was replaced by an Al layer. Because of the higher Debye
temperature of Al in comparison to Ag, it is expected that the backflow of electrons
through the contact due to the electron-phonon interaction will start at higher energies, in case of Al typically at 30 meV. A 25 nm thick Al film was, similarly to the
preparation in previous experiments, deposited on a YB^CusOjs
layer (thickness
100 nm, preferentially oriented with the c-direction normal to the SrTiOs substrate).
To avoid contact problems between the Al and the ВагСизОу-«, and the point con
tact and the Al film, thin (5 nm) Ag layers were evaporated on the
YB^CusOis
and the Al layer (in the same run). Experimental results at two temperatures on
this Ag-Al-Ag-YBa2Cu307_Ä multilayer structure are shown in Fig. 4.20. We ob-

10

20
volf-age (mV)

Figure 4.20 Point-contact characteristics of a W point contact on a AgAl-Ag-YBa2Cu307_i multilayer at 1.5 and 4.2 K. The arrangement of the
multilayer is depicted in the inset. The dashed curves shows a fit based on the
ВТК model for an N-S point contact; the arrows indicate the approximate
voltage where the excess conductance of the point contact disappears.
serve differential resistance versus voltage curves that can be fitted fairly well using
the ВТК model of an N-S point contact with an energy gap Δ « 2 meV. Since
the curves resemble the behaviour of N-S point contacts it is expected that the top
Ag layer is, as a result of the proximity effect, superconducting. The value of the
inferred energy gap is however much smaller than the previously obtained values
for УВагСизОт-«. Apparently, as a result of the large number of interfaces, the
contribution of the bulk gap is depressed in the top Ag layer. In fact, in comparison
with the ВТК fits, an excess conductivity of the point contact is found ranging up
to energies of about 12 meV (indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4.20) which may be
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interpreted as resulting from the energy gap of the bulk ВагСизОт-^. Because the
Ag films are much thinner than in the previously discussed experiment it is unlikely
that the electron-phonon interaction in the Ag plays a major role. It is therefore not
unreasonable that this excess conductivity is related to an energy gap Δ = 12 ± 2
meV of the YB^CuzOj-s• The small intensity of the signal suggests that only parts
of the multilayer structure are superconducting. The increase of the temperature
from 1.5 К to 4.2 К only slightly affects the shape of the curves and the derived
value of Δ. Because Δ is hardly affected by this temperature change the critical
temperature of the superconductor is at least several tens Kelvin (and compatible
with the critical temperature of ВагСизОу^ of about 90 K). Note that it is im
possible that the observed energy gap originates from the thin Al layer because the
lowest temperature used is 1.5 К which is above the critical temperature of Al; at
1.2 К an energy gap Δ « 0.25 meV is expected for Al.
In literature two other Andreev reflection experiments with ВагСизОу-« have
been reported. Gray et al. [38] measured with a high-ohmic (3 кП) Au point contact
on polycrystalline ВагСизОу-б an energy gap Δ = 25 meV. Qualitatively their dif
ferential conductance versus voltage curve resembles that of an N-S point contact
with low interfacial scattering (Z « 0.3). Based on the large mismatch of Fermi ve
locities in the normal metal and the superconductor a much larger scattering should
be expected, (Z «s 1.4 [36]) and consequently a different shape of the point-contact
characteristic. Jing et al. [39] investigated the temperature dependence of a Au
point contact on a Аи- ВагСизОт-і bilayer. At Τ = 4.2 К an energy gap of about
10 meV was observed and the experimental curves resemble the curves shown in
Fig. 4.18. On increasing the temperature (up to Τ = 82.6 К) the signal decreases as
expected, since the critical temperature of ВагСизОу-а is approached. However,
to be more conclusive with respect to the interpretation of these experiments, the
temperature dependence of the density of states in the normal metal and the super
conductor should be incorporated.
With the increase of the quality of the ВагСизОу-^ films and single crystals
the results of experiments that measure the energy gap become more definite. In
their review, Tinkham and Lobb [40] describe that far infra-red experiments support
that the ratio 2А/квТс is between 3 and 4 in the c-direction of the
YB^CusO^s
primitive cell. In the aò-plane 2А/квТс may be of the order of 8. The results of
tunneling experiments (reviewed by Kirtley [15]) indicate a similar trend; the en
ergy gap in the c-direction is close the BCS value and a large gap in the aò-plane
with 2А/квТс = 8 may exist. In retrospect, we find that our experimental results
concerning the width of the energy gap are compatible with more recent data.

4.4.6

Conclusions

We conclude that Andreev reflection can be observed on the interface of Ag
and ВагСизОу-і. The gap energy as derived from Andreev experiments is in
reasonable agreement with tunneling experiments on the same film and with the
results from other experiments, and a BCS value of 2А/квТс — 3.5 is obtained. The
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results of the Andreev reflection experiments imply for ВагСизОу.в a conventional
s-wave superconductivity based on a (fe,—k) pairing of electrons in the ground state.

4.5

4.5.1

Asymmetric Resistance of Point Contacts on Normal
Metal—Superconductor Bilayers
Abstract

Point-contact junctions on normal metal-superconductor bilayers show asym
metries in the differential resistance versus voltage curves for opposite bias voltages.
In the absence of Andreev reflection (i.e. for energies outside the energy gap) no
asymmetry is found. The asymmetries are investigated with Ag, Cu, Pd, Pt, Ni,
and Co as point-contact material on Ag-Pb bilayers. For all materials we provide
the statistics of the asymmetries. We discuss effects that may be responsible for this
new phenomenon (although they do not directly lead to a complete understanding).
4.5.2

Introduction

An electron that arrives at a normal metal-superconductor (N-S) interface
can not enter the superconductor as a quasiparticle as long as its energy is within
the energy gap. However, in combination with a second electron from the normal
metal with opposite momentum and spin it may condense in a Cooper pair and
be added to the superconducting condensate (Andreev reflection [l]). The hole (or
missing electron) that is created in the normal metal travels away from the NS interface along the same trajectory that was followed by the incident electron
(retroreflection). A single point contact on an N-S bilayer provides a well-defined
geometry for the study of Andreev reflection because only Andreev reflected holes
arrive back at the point contact [9, 10]. In this way, the effect of Andreev reflection
and specular reflection at the N-S interface can be clearly separated (see Fig. 4.21).
When the point contact is in the Sharvin regime [5] and a voltage V is applied to
the junction, electrons with energies between 0 and eV are injected and can be used
for spectroscopy [6, 7]. The voltage dependence of the differential resistance of the
point contact R(V)/Rs reflects the energy dependence of Andreev reflection A(eV)
and its simplest expression is

with Rs the Sharvin resistance of the point contact in absence of a superconductor.
The energy dependence of A can be described by the model by Blonder, Tinkham,
amd Klapwijk (ВТК) [4] for an N-S interface. The differential resistance of the point
contact drops (to maximally half the Sharvin resistance, see Eq. 4.25) because the
sign of the charge carriers is reversed after Andreev reflection. Figure 4.22 shows a
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Figure 4.21 Experimental geometry with a single point contact on ал NS bilayer. An injected electron (filled circle) is Andreev reflected as a hole
(open circle) and detected with the same point contact. Electrons that reflect
specularly at the N-S interface do not arrive at the point contact because the
point-contact radius is always much smaller than the thickness of the normal
metal layer.
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energy dependence of the Andreev reflection probabihty for Ζ = 0,0.5, and 1.

set of calculated R(V)/Rs-V
on an N-S bilayer.

curves (based on the ВТК model) for a point contact
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Experimental Results

The experimental data concerning differences in the R(V)/RS-V
curves for
opposite bias voltages can be summarized as follows. We have performed a large
number of point-contact experiments on N-S bilayers using Ag, Cu (noble metals),
Pd, Pt (d-band metals), Ni, and Co (ferromagnets) as point-contact material on
Ag-Pb bilayers. For all types of point-contact materials we have used high purity
wire with a sharp etched tip and we could establish metallic point contacts with
resistances between 1 and 100 Ω (i.e. well within the Sharvin regime). The Ag-Pb
bilayers were evaporated in a single run to ensure a high quality N-S interface [9]
(the thickness of the Ag layer was chosen to be 50, 100, or 200 nm; the thickness of
the Pb layer was in all experiments 400 nm). All experiments were performed at a
temperature of 1.2 K. The differential resistance of the point contact was measured
as a function of the voltage using phase sensitive detection (with modulation volt
ages of 0.1 or 0.2 meV).
We were able to observe differences in the R(V)/Rs-V curves at opposite bias
voltages (asymmetries) for all types of point-contact materials. The presented ex
periments are made over a span of several years using different experimental and
electronical set-ups, ruling out instrumental effects. Moreover, we have always used
freshly prepared samples. We do not find a dependence between the magnitude
of the asymmetry and the layer thickness. The only effect of increasing the layer
thickness is a smaller change of R(V)/Rs due to a larger scattering probability in
the normal metal layer. There exists no systematic dependence of the asymmetry
on the point-contact resistance.
The asymmetry of the R(V)/RS-V
curves is most notable at energies where
the probability for Andreev reflection is high, i.e. close to the gap edge (\V\ = Δ/e,
with Δ the gap energy of the superconductor). For energies well above the energy
gap (where the contribution of Andreev reflection is negligible) the asymmetry is
absent and well-known point-contact characteristics are measured. The magnitude
of the asymmetry (R(+V)/Rs - R(—V)/Rs) can be several percent, which implies
a quite large effect because R(V)/Rs can change 50% at most. In Fig. 4.23 we have
plotted a set of representative examples of asymmetric R(V)/Rs-V curves (using a
noble metal, a d-band metal, and of a ferromagnet as point-contact material). The
insets show the magnitude of the asymmetry as a function of the voltage for each of
the curves. It is clear that the asymmetry is prominent when |V| < Δ/e and that
the point-contact resistance is (almost) equal for voltages that exceed Δ/e.
Figure 4.24 shows the distribution of the magnitude of the asymmetry at the
gap edge (R(&/e)/Rs - R(—A/e)/Rs), as obtained from a large number of ex
perimental data. As mentioned before, asymmetries occur for all types of pointcontact materials and Fig. 4.24 shows that the sign of the asymmetry is not
unique, i.e. we measure R(V)/RS-V
curves with R(+V)/Rs > R(—V)/Rs and
with R(+V)/Rs < R(—V)/Rs.
In fact, the sign of the asymmetry may change
from contact to contact during an experimental run. A striking result that is re
vealed by Fig. 4.24 is that the distribution of the observed asymmetries is more or
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Figure 4.23 Point-contact characteristics of a Ag, Pt, and Co point contact
on a Ag-Pb bilayer (curves a, b, and с respectively). The Sharvin resistance
and the thickness of the Ag layer are indicated. The insets show the voltage
dependence of the asymmetry (obtained by measuring the difference between
the positive and negative voltage part in the displayed point-contact charac
teristic).
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Figure 4.24 Distribution of the magnitude and sign of the asymmetry as
observed with Ag, Cu, Pd, Pt, Ni, and Co point-contacts on Ag-Pb bilayers
(thicknesses of the Ag layer are 50, 100, and 200 nm). For each point-contact
material the number of experiments is indicated.

less identical for all types of point-contact materials (only Co has a more broadened
distribution function). In the experiments we find that (for the same thickness of
the normal metal layer) the maximal change of R(y)/Rs for Ni and Co is smaller
than for Ag, Cu, Pd or Pt. As a result, asymmetries appear to be more prominent
with ferromagnetic point-contact materials.
In our approach to elucidate the origin of asymmetric point-contact characteristics we subsequently consider the role of the point contact-normal metal (P-N)
interface, the normal metal layer, and the N-S interface, and point out in detail the
relation with the experimental results. The actual explanation of the asymmetries
should describe, at the same time, both the negligible magnitude of the asymmetry
outside the energy gap and the relatively large asymmetry inside the energy gap
in a single model. Moreover, the model should contain the freedom to have both
positive and negative signs of the asymmetry and it should be able to produce the
observed distribution of asymmetries (magnitude and sign).
As a start we note that for energies that exceed the energy gap of the superconductor no asymmetry is found; this is consistent with characteristics obtained
in conventional point-contact spectroscopy. Moreover we remark that (regardless of
the dispersion of the wave vectors involved in Andreev reflection) the probability
of Andreev reflection is equal for opposite bias voltages (A(—eV) = A(+eV)) [41]
so the Andreev reflection process itself can not be responsible for the asymmetries.
From the experimental data we notice the great similarity found in the distribution
functions of the asymmetry using the various point-contact materials. This suggests that the P-N interface does not play the key role, otherwise the distribution
of asymmetries would have reflected the influence of (very different types of) point-
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contact materials. Therefore, the role of the normal metal layer (which was made
of the same material in all experiments) must not be overlooked and we investigate
the effects of phase coherent transport in this layer on the R(V)/Rs-V curves. We
also consider in what way a more realistic model of the normal metal layer (using
a Fermi surface with necks instead of a perfectly spherical Fermi surface) can affect
the transport in the normal metal layer and the R(V)/Rs-V
curves.
4.5.4

The Point Contact-Normal Metal Interface

As a first approach we consider the P-N interface in one dimension and intro
duce the energy dependence of the transmission probability Τ of the P-N interface
for wave vectors k(E) in the point-contact material and q(E') in the normal metal
layer. By means of matching the wave functions on both sides of the interface we
obtain
Т{Е Е)

(4,26)

:

' -ЩЕ) ЫЕ')Г

The energy dependence of the wave vectors is introduced by making a first order
expansion around the Fermi wave vector (kp respectively qp ). For the wave vector
in the point-contact material we obtain k(E) — kp + Е(дк/дЕ) and for the wave
vector in the normal metal q{E') = qF + E'(dq/dE'). Substitution of k(E) and q{E')
gives, to first order in the energy E, the energy dependence of T(E, E')
T(E, E') = T0[l + * * ^ ( E ' g q - Eg,)}.
* F + CF

(4.27)

Here we have replaced (1/кг)(дк/дЕ) and (\/qF)(dq/dE) by g, and #,. To denotes
the transmission probability of the P-N interface at the Fermi energy (E = E' = 0).
In order to obtain ñ(V) for a bias voltage V we first calculate the total current
through the point contact
I+(V) = rVdE (дІ+/дЕ).
Jo

(4.28)

The integral runs over all channels in energy that contribute to the net current. The
conductance of a channel at energy E is represented by дІ+/дЕ in Eq. 4.28 and
may be expressed as
дІ+/дЕ

oc T{E - eV, E)[l + A{E)T{-E

- eV, - £ ) ] .

(4.29)

Figure 4.25 shows at which energies Τ is evaluated. Carrying out the integration
of Eq. 4.28 followed by differentiation with respect to the voltage yields the general
expression for the voltage dependence of the differential conductance of the pointcontact junction
дІ/д

kf
-qp.
( ) = To[l + A(eV)T0 + е r -£-^(дч
kp + qF

+ gk(l + 2A(eV)T0))).

(4.30)
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Figure 4.25 Model of a one-dimensional point-contact junction with volt
age V applied. Point-contact material (P), normal metal layer (N), and su
perconductor (S) are depicted (with Fermi energies of .EFP, £ F N , and Eps
respectively). An electron with energy E is injected and after Andreev re
flection it returns as a hole at — E. The situation that is shown holds for a
negative bias voltage.

With Eq. 4.30 in hand we return to the experimental situation in which we
measure the normalized differential resistance R(V)/Rs — (dI/dV(V))~l.
We for
mally note that the Sharvin resistance of the point contact (the situation with
A = 0) is now also no longer constant but (slightly) energy dependent. We find for
the relative change in Sharvin resistance at opposite bias voltages ±V
RS(±V)-1

= To[l ± eV

kp

9F

кг + qp

(9k + gq)].

(4.31)

By normalizing R(V) — R{—V) to the Sharvin resistance at a voltage V, we meet
an expression similar to Eq. 4.25. In this way we obtain for the asymmetry in the
normalized differential resistance of the point contact

W

Rs(V)

R

^

RS(V)

= -2ev^ZSL{9k
kF + qF

+ gq

y

(4.32)

The result of Eq. 4.32 must match with the experimental finding that in absence
of Andreev reflection the relative change of point-contact resistance is less than
10 - 3 . In order to make a comparison we choose a voltage where the
R(±V)/Rs(V)
and RsiY) are evaluated; for this we take V = ЗД/е because this point is always
present in the measured R(V)/RS-V curves, the probability of Andreev reflection is
very small, and the resistance then closely resembles the Sharvin resistance (in fact
A(3A) = 0.025 for a typical N-S interface). Starting with Eq. 4.32 we estimate the
asymmetry for a Cu-Ag (P-N) interface (at V = ЗД/е) to be of the order of 0.3· 1 0 - 3
(where we have assumed free electron behaviour with Fermi energies of 7 and 5 eV
respectively and a gap energy of 1.4 meV). We conclude that, using Eq. 4.32, there
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exists a very reasonable agreement between the calculated and experimentally ob
served values of (R(V) — R(—V))/Rs in absence of Andreev reflection. We also
note that in the case of a junction between identical materials it is expected that
no asymmetry would occur (because kp = QF)', however because the Fermi surface
of a noble metal is not perfectly sphericaJ even in the case of identical, nearly free
electron-like, materials an asymmetry can be expected.
Next we switch to the situation with Andreev reflection and consider the differ
ence in the point-contact resistance at the gap edge (V = ± Δ / β , where Α(Δ) = 1 to
a good approximation) and derive an expression similar to Eq. 4.32 for the asymme
try. We still normalize the change in differential resistance to the Sharvin resistance
at V = ЗД/е
R(A/e) - R(-A/e) _
Rs(SA/e)
-

kF - qF,gq + gk{l + 2T 0 ),
h
*kF + qF{
(l + To)*
g A

b

^

Substituting the same free electron values as used previously we find for the change
of the differential resistance at the gape edges 0.05 · 1 0 - 3 and we note that this
change is even smaller than the change of the Sharvin resistance outside the gap.
Prom this we make the general conclusion that this one-dimensional approach is
inadequate to describe (at the same time) a small asymmetry outside the energy
gap and an enhanced asymmetry near the gap edge.
An extension of the one-dimensional approach can be made by considering the
P-N interface in three dimensions. This implies that both the perpendicular and the
parallel components of the wave vectors with respect to the P-N interface have to
be evaluated. The current density through the point contact can be found straight
forwardly by integrating over all states in k-space that have a velocity component
dE/dhkz towards the interface
J =

2e
(2π)

r ,. f .. f ., dE
Tjdk
xJäkyJäKdW

m

(4.34)

Electrons that are allowed to pass through the contact must have a wave vector with
a parallel component that is in the intersection of the Fermi surfaces of the pointcontact material and the normal metal layer, when projected on the
fc^-plane,
(formally included via the integrations over dkx and dky). Because of the conservation of momentum parallel to the interface and the change of кг upon transmission
the incoming wave vector is refracted during transmission through the point contact.
Τ represents the transmission probability in the direction perpendicular to the P-N
interface, similar to the one-dimensional case.
This description of the P-N interface contains an additional effect, not found
in the one-dimensional case, namely the energy dependence of the intersection of
the projected Fermi surfaces in the Â^Àyplane [42, 43]. The intersection of the
projected Fermi surfaces (for injected and detected particles in case of Andreev reflection) is different for positive and negative bias energies only when the projected
Fermi surface of the point-contact material is (entirely or partially) comprised by
the projected Fermi surface of the normal metal layer. This is in general not the
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situation with Ag for the normal metal layer because Ag has the lower Fermi energy
(and also the smaller Fermi wave vector) with respect to the point-contact mate
rials which were normally used. If any effect is present (which is not likely), we
expect that in an experimental situation the voltage dependence of the intersection
is Aps(y) ос 7гА£(1 - 2eVgk)'2 {V < 0) respectively A}.S{V) oc nk2F (V > 0). Note
that the voltage dependence of AFs only reflects the properties of the dispersion of
the point-contact material. Therefore it should be very reasonable that the distribution and the magnitude of the asymmetries depends on the type of point-contact
material. Moreover, we expect that the sign of the asymmetry should be uniquely
determined in this situation. Since the experimental data do not reflect this we find
that this three-dimensional approach is not capable of explaining the asymmetric
curves.

4.5.5

The Role of Coherent Transport and Scattering

After having evaluated the properties of the P-N interface we focus on processes in the normal metal layer. This interest is prompted by the fact that the
normal metal layer was of the same material in all experiments and therefore could
be a clue to understand the great similarity in the observed distributions of the
asymmetries with different types of point-contact materials. As we will show the
coupling of particles at energies above and below the Fermi energy and the retroreflection aspect of Andreev reflection can be used to discard several processes that
possibly affect the intensity of the R(V)/Rs-V
curves and cause asymmetries.
First we consider the influence of phase coherent transport in the normal metal
layer that may give rise to electron-electron interference. An injected electron can,
via a double Andreev reflection process interfere with itself (the incident electron is
Andreev reflected as a hole, reflects specularly at the P-N interface, moves again to
the N-S interface and finally arrives, after a second Andreev reflection process, at
the point contact as an electron). Because the electron and hole are at a slightly
different energy, their wave lengths differ and a phase difference results. This phase
difference is doubled after the second Andreev process and may result in constructive or destructive interference of the electron wave functions at the P-N interface
(geometrical resonances [44]). A similax process can be given for hole-hole interference at the opposite bias voltage. It is essential to note that the electron-electron
and the hole-hole interference find their origin in the coupling of particles at — E
and E. Therefore, the phase difference of the interfering wave functions is identical
for both cases, i.e. for opposite bias voltages, and can not cause an asymmetry.
A second way of affecting Andreev reflection is by scattering in the normal
metal layer. If an incident wave is scattered at an impurity it continues in the
form of partial waves in different directions. After Andreev reflection the partial
hole waves interfere at the position of the scatterer and may alter the intensity of
the Andreev reflection signal [11, 45]. The probability amplitude of the returning
hole wave function now depends on the interference of the partial waves (and is
not necessarily equal to unity as in the case of absence of scattering). The phase
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difference between the partial electron wave function (starting with polar angle Θ)
and the returning hole wave function is χ = 2Ed/hvFCos9 (with d the distance
from the scatterer to the N-S interface and vp the Fermi velocity in the normal
metili layer). When switching to a reversed bias voltage we note that χ changes
sign. However, at E = 0 we have χ — 0 and all partial waves are in phase. Because
the interference pattern is symmetric around χ = 0 we conclude that the intensity
of the interfering waves at opposite bias voltages will be identical. We note that it
is not relevant whether the scattering center is located at the P-N interface or in
the normal metal layer (this only changes d). The previous discussion shows that
interference effects can alter the intensity of the signals in Andreev reflection. Their
influence will however be identical for opposite bias voltages and can not be respon
sible for asymmetric R(V)/Rs-V
curves.
Finally we consider the effect of asymmetric scattering [46]. This type of scat
tering can be present in the case of magnetic impurities in the normal metal layer.
As this scattering is no longer isotropic and the time-reversal symmetry of the trans
port may be broken, it can also affect the energy dependence of the point-contact
resistance. However, as the normal metal layer was made of very pure (99.99%) Ag,
the presence of magnetic impurities (and the influence of asymmetric scattering) is
very unlikely.

4.5.6

Deviations from the Free Electron Model and Discussion

Based on arguments in the previous discussion we remark that it is unlikely
that the asymmetries can be explained using a simple free electron approach. In fact
the numerical examples, based on a free electron model, predict asymmetries of less
than 0.1 · 10~3 and do not explain the wide distribution of asymmetries as displayed
in Fig. 4.24. We therefore propose that a crucial point in the explanation of the
asymmetries may be found in deviations from the free electron model. To be more
precise, because the asymmetry is observed in Andreev reflection and not in absence
of a superconductor we expect that (subtle) deviations from the expected electron
and hole trajectories may be responsible for the asymmetries (this implies an effect
in the normal metal layer or at the N-S interface). When switching from the spher
ical Fermi surface of the free electron model to the actual Fermi surface, we note as
a major difference the occurrence of necks. In the direction of the necks only filled
states exist and no electrons can be accommodated, implying a non-isotropic injec
tion. Around the necks the spherical Fermi surface is deformed and bulges outward
to the necks. As a result, electrons that are injected in these directions no longer
have their velocity component and their wave vector parallel (because the velocity
is always perpendicular to the Fermi surface). This causes a second deviation from
the assumed isotropic injection. Both deviations from the free electron model are
energy dependent. As a consequence of non-isotropic injection the actual trajecto
ries of the injected and Andreev reflected particles differ from the situation with a
spherical Fermi surface and may lead to a different detection by the point contact.
The deviation of the spherical Fermi surface also causes an effect at the N-S inter-
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face. Upon Andreev reflection, the component of the wave vector of the incoming
electron parallel to the interface is exactly reversed. The perpendicular component
of the wave vector is not perfectly reversed (because Andreev reflection couples an
electron above and below the Fermi level). This means that the Andreev reflected
hole is not perfectly retroreflected; the deviation depends on the sign and magnitude
of the energy. For free electrons this effect is only important for electrons at grazing
incidence at the N-S interface. Because of the large dispersion close to the necks,
the retrorenection of holes at the N-S interface may be less ideal, especially when a
neck points in the direction of the N-S interface. To be more conclusive, knowledge
about the crystallographic orientation of the normal metal layer is required (with
respect to the crystallographic orientation of the point-contact material and with
respect to the superconductor). In fact, the possible orientations of the Fermi sur
face should be reflected in the shape of the distribution function of the asymmetries.
Unfortunately this can not easily be achieved in the present geometry.
A different approach is the addition of a function F(eV) which describes
the energy dependence of the asymmetry in Eq. 4.25, by writing R(V)/Rs —
1/[1 + A(eV)F(eV)].
F(eV) provides a formal treatment to include the energy
dependence of the asymmetry and it is not directly linked to a physical process.
This function can be found straightforwardly (to second order in V) by substituting
the R(V)/Rs values at V = ± Δ where A = 1 and at V = 0 where A = 0.7 (the
values of A are obtained from the ВТК model with Ζ = 0.3, i.e. for a typical N-S
interface). We note that if F(eV) is expressed as F(eV) = со + Ci eV + cfaV)2, that
Co is a measure of the transmission probability of the point contact, ci determines
the asymmetry, and сг is an even correction term. With this F(eV) the behaviour
of R(V)/RS is adequately described (both for energies inside and outside the energy
gap). In the case of asymmetry, ci is non-zero and F(eV) represents a parabola
shifted in energy by Ci/2c2 with respect to V = 0. We find that this shift is small,
typically 0.1 meV. So an energy dependent process with a slight offset from the
Fermi energy can generate the observed asymmetries. However, up to now we do
not know such a process. It may be expected that (because the sign and magnitude
of the asymmetry are not uniquely determined) microscopic processes close to the
point contact (e.g. charging of oxides) are involved.
In order to find out whether deviations from the free electron model can pro
vide an explanation, we would like to make a quantitative comparison based on
a more realistic Fermi surface and properly defined P-N and N-S interfaces. The
present geometry of our experiments is unfortunately not suitable for crystallo
graphic well-defined junctions. A prospect is the use of crystallographically oriented
point-contact junctions and N-S interfaces. Good candidates for this are pointcontact junctions prepared by means of electron-beam lithography in combination
with ал N-S bilayer that is also produced in a well-controlled way. The use of this
type of junctions could possible overcome effects that originate from the microscopic
environment of the point contact as well.
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4.5.7

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have observed asymmetries in the resistance versus voltage
curves of different types of point-contact materials on N S bilayers. The asymmetry appears to be exclusively present in the excess current resulting from Andreev
reflection. Different approaches based on a free electron model of the point-contact
material and the normal metal layer are inadequate to explain the effect. We expect that deviations from the free electron model in the point contact or the normal
metal layer may be responsible for the observed asymmetries.

4.6

4.6.1

Potential Applications of Andreev Reflection in Bilayer Geometries
Introduction

Although the basic principles of experiments in bilayer geometries have been
discussed previously, we consider it useful to treat some of the experimental aspects
more thoroughly. The reason for this is that they are potential new methods for
the study of the position dependence of a proximity-induced energy gap at a normal metal-superconductor (N-S) interface and a way to measure the electron spin
polarization of a ferromagnetic material at the Fermi level.
4.6.2

Proximity Effect

When the electric contact between the normal metal and the superconductor
is good, the order parameter from the superconductor may extend into the normal
metal and induce superconductivity, the so-called proximity effect [47]. The induced
energy gap starts to build up in the normal metal and increases toward the N-S interface. At the metallurgical N-S interface a step of the energy gap is expected and
the gap finally reaches its bulk value in the superconductor. The length scale over
which the build-up of the energy gap in the normal metal occurs (the coherence
1 2
length) is £лг = (п, рі/6кквТ) /
and depends on the mean free path С and the
temperature T. In such a situation an electron will be Andreev reflected at the
position where its energy equals the local value of the energy gap Δ ( ι ) . Therefore,
in an experimental situation the thickness of the normal metal layer djv should be
replaced by an effective layer thickness а\(еУ) which depends on the energy. In
addition to other experimental techniques that study the proximity effect (such as
a tunnel junction on top of an N-S bilayer [47, 48] or the screening properties of an
N-S geometry in a magnetic field [47, 49]) a new method is proposed that measures
directly, in one single experiment, the spatial dependence of the proximity-induced
energy gap.
It has already been established that point-contact experiments offer an ap
proach to study the proximity effect. Single point-contact measurements on N-S
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Figure 4.26 Differential resistance versus voltage curves on Ag-Pb bilayers
measured with a Ag point contact (adapted from Ref. [9]). Thickness of the
Ag layer 0.4 μτη, 0.7 μιη, and 0.9 μπι. The inset shows the expected position
dependence d^(eV) of the energy gap.

bilayers [9] showed drastic changes in shape on increasing the layer thickness of the
normal metal layer (Fig. 4.26). The experiments were interpreted in terms of a
proximity-induced energy gap which developed for larger values of the layer thick
ness. The observed energy dependence is qualitatively explained as follows. At zero
bias voltage the proximity-induced energy gap extends over a large distance in the
normal metal and an incoming electron will observe а^(0) < άχ. Increasing the
electron energy (0 < eV < Δ) causes that the energy gap is encountered at a dif
ferent position duieV) (where dN{Q) < а^{е ) < d N ) . For energies close to the
gap energy, Andreev reflection will take place near, or even past, the metallurgical
N-S interface dN(A) « dN. When the proximity effect is present the energy de
pendent layer thickness dN(eV), the energy dependent mean free path £(eV), and
the energy dependence of the Andreev reflection probability determine the intensity
in the R(V)/Rs-V
curves. As the interplay of these quantities is intricate (and
requires microscopic knowledge of the normal metal, the superconductor, and the
N-S interface) it is very difficult to obtain a quantitative result for ам(е ) from
these experiments.
A new type of experiment, based on a combination of the double point-contact
geometry and energy resolved injection with a Sharvin-type point contact, can over
come these problems. The position dependence of the induced energy gap in the
normal metal can be measured in a straightforward way (see Fig. 4.27). To see
this we refer to the focusing field for Andreev reflection B£R = 2hkFL/e(L2 + ^d2N)
in this geometry [12]. In the case of a proximity-induced energy gap the effective
layer thickness of the normal metal layer ан(е ) directly translates into an energy
dependence of the focusing field for Andreev reflection B^ n (eV).
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Figure 4.27 Double point-contact geometry to observe Andreev reflection.
The point contacts are at fixed positions and the focusing fields for Andreev
reflection depend on the efFective layer thickness. Indicated are two focusing
orbits (at different magnetic fields), corresponding to a layer thickness d^
(solid line) and d'N (dashed line) respectively. At the right, the build-up of a
proximity-induced energy gap is indicated, resulting in ал energy dependent
thickness of the normal metal layer а^(еУ).

The major advantage of experiments in this geometry is that d^(eV) does not
have to be obtained from the intensity of the signal, as was the problem in the single
point-contact geometry, but follows more elegantly from the value of B§R{eV). The
use of a single crystal with a large mean free path also favours the development
of a proximity-induced gap. For a pure Ag crystal with i « 500 μπι we expect
£jv и 15 μπι at Τ = 1.2 К. A possible drawback of the double point-contact method
is depression of the proximity-induced energy gap by the applied magnetic field.
This disadvantage can be reduced by choosing адг large and L small. For a typical
experimental situation (with d^ = 200 μπι and L = 50 μπι) we expect BQR = 10
mT, which is well below the critical field of Pb (80 mT). Note that in order to de
rive dN{eV) the point-contact separation L must be measured as well; this can be
done easily by measuring the focusing field B0 for electrons in the same experiment
(L = 2hkF/eBo).
A preliminary result of this technique is shown in Fig. 4.28. We are able to
observe a subtle shift of the focusing peak of the Andreev reflected holes when the
injection energy is changed. Moreover, the intensity of Andreev signal decreases
strongly when the injection energy exceeds the gap energy. In fact, it is expected
that the contribution of Andreev reflection should disappear (EIS this is not the case,
the point contact may not have been an ideal Sharvin point contact in this exper
iment). In contrast to the expectation, the experiments show two voltage peaks
instead of one. Since we have no explanation for the occurrence of two peaks we
have chosen to treat them both. The resulting behaviour of а^(е ) is shown in
Fig. 4.29. For both peaks we find that dN(eV) increases (or £# decreases) when the
injection energy approaches the gap energy (as is expected for a proximity-induced
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Figure 4.28 Collector voltage as a function of applied magnetic field, mea
sured for different dc-emitter voltages. The focusing field and intensity of the
voltage peaks Pj, and P R depend on the dc-emitter voltage. Measurements
at Γ = 1.2 К using a Ag single crystal with mean thickness of 240 ± 15 μιη,
backed with a 1.3 μπι thick Pb layer. Point-contact separation L = 69 μτη.
energy gap). The peak PL does not shift further when the dc-voltage is increased
from 1.49 to 2.57 meV. Moreover, the distance over which the apparent gap position
changes (20 μχη and 55 μτη, for the peaks Рд and P¿ respectively) is comparable to
the coherence length in the normal metal. The different lengths over which ац(е )
changes (20 μιη and 55 μπι) may be related to the suppression of the proximityinduced gap by the focusing magnetic field. Since the peak Рд occurs at higher
magnetic fields the effect of a suppressed the gap (and thus the reduction of the
coherence length) can be more apparent. The position of the N-S interface, as esti-

300

d e ff (jim)

Figure 4.29 Energy dependence of the effective layer thickness as derived
from the position of the voltage peales labelled Pi and Рд in the experiments
shown in Fig. 4.28. The effective layer thickness increases when the injection
energy increases. The estimated average thickness daVg of the Ag layer and
the gap energy of Δρ& are indicated.
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mated from а^(еУ), for P¿ agrees fairly well with the average thickness of the Ag
layer. We note that F R gives rise to much smaller values of the layer thickness.
4.6.3

Electron Spin Polarization

Up to now we have focused on effects close to (or at) the N-S interface. However, the N-S bilayer geometry can also be favourable to study the point contactnormal metal (P-N) interface. The key role is now played by the transmission coefficient Τ at the P-N interface which can be different for injected and detected parti
cles. We use the fact that Andreev reflection couples two particles in a well-defined
way, and focuses all injected particles back onto the point contact. Therefore, it is
possible to observe bandstructure effects (in contrast to conventional point-contact
spectroscopy experiments). The prospects of this effect are twofold. From the point
of view of the point-contact material, the electron spin polarization may be inves
tigated (bcised on the spin-up spin-down pairing in the superconductor). On the
other hand, when the point-contact material is well-known, the spin coupling of the
superconductor can be studied. This is especially interesting for heavy fermion and
high temperature superconductors whose spin pairing is still not fully established.
We introduce the role of the P-N interface with an example where the pointcontact material is a half-metallic ferromagnet [50]. A half-metallic ferromagnet is
a material which has at the Fermi level a regular bandstructure for one spin di
rection and a gap for the other spin direction. We assume that the transmission
Tj for spin-up electrons is unity. Because of the gap for the spin-down orientation
Τι = 0. An incoming electron with spin up is injected into the normal metal layer
and returns at the point contact with spin down. The hole is reflected at the P-N
interface with probability one as Tj = 0. After a second Andreev reflection process
it arrives again at the point contact, now with spin up, and can be transmitted into
the point-contact material. The detection of this electron causes a decrease of the
net current through the point contact dl/dV = 1 - A2. Note that in any other
situation with Andreev reflection dl/dV always increases with the applied voltage.
A point-contact junction with a ferromagnetic material (with Tf and 7) at the
P-N interface) can be treated in a similar way (see Fig. 4.30). The differential con
ductance of the point contact for electrons with spin up follows from the geometrical
series which is partly depicted in Fig. 4.30 and can be expressed as

9

1

/

щ

ГТ[1 + Л Г Х - Л 2 ( 1 - Г , ) ]
= 1-л»(1-тт)(1-Т1) ·

( 4

·35)

A similar expression can be obtained for spin-down electrons. The total conductance
of the point contact is a combination of the conductances of spin-up and spindown electrons, weighted with their density of states щ and n^. We derive for the
differential conductance

^A±fmM^imzM,

dI/av=ll+A)

.36)

(4
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Figure 4.30 Point-contact interface with different transmission probabili
ties (Tj and T¿ respectively) for spin-up and spin-down particles. Electrons
(filled circles) and holes (open circles) and the fraction of the current that
they carry are indicated (underlined). A spin-up electron moves to the P-N
interface; of this electron a fraction 1 — Tf is reflected and a fraction Tf is
transmitted into the normal metal layer. After Andreev reflection a hole with
spin down contributes TjЛТ) to the current in the point contact. Via a second
Andreev reflection process a spin-up electron contributes -7\ Л(1 - Τι)ΛΓτ to
the current in the point contact.

where we have introduced the degree of electron spin polarization Ρ at the Fermi
level Ρ - (п т - п ^ Д т ^ + n j . Under certain conditions for T T , Tj, and P, Eq. 4.36
can also give to a reversed Andreev reflection signal (i.e. a decrease of the pointcontact conductance) similar to the example with the half-metallic ferromagnet.
Up to now it has not been possible to observe a decrease of the conductance in
case of Andreev reflection. When comparing experiments with noble metal point
contacts and ferromagnetic point contact we do however observe a smaller increase
of the conductance with ferromagnetic point contacts. Unfortunately, this smaller
increase of the point-contact conductance can not unambiguously be related to the
degree of electron spin polarization.
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Summary
The subject of this thesis is the behaviour of conduction electrons at the surface
of a metal or at the interface between a metal and a superconductor. A conduction
electron that arrives at a metal surface can be reflected, in the same way as light
that is incident on a mirror. At the interface between two metals or a metal and a
superconductor it is possible to have reflection and transmission of electrons. Then
Snell's law for the refraction of light is also applicable to conduction electrons. These
analogies between conduction electrons and photons are a guide to the experiments
that are discussed in this thesis. In particular, the electronic equivalents of diffraction at a grating and retroreflection are investigated.
The conduction electrons are injected into the metal by means of a point contact. Depending on the experimental geometry the same point contact, or a second
one, is used to detect electrons. In this way it is possible to fix the starting and
finishing point of an electron trajectory in the metal properly. Moreover, the point
contact enables that the energy of the injected electron can be varied, and spectroscopy is possible. Since the used metal is very pure the electron transport can be
regarded as ballistic. The well-defined conditions of injection, transport, and detection, offer the opportunity to track virtually any electron in real space, reciprocal
space, and in energy space. These experimental circumstances are essential for the
interpretation of the measurements.
Chapter two is an introduction to the experiments and describes a newly developed point-contact set-up. In comparison with existing set-ups, the new system
offers considerably more possibilities. Therefore, it can be used for all types of experiments involving point-contact techniques.
When light strikes a grating (a surface with a periodicity comparable with
the wave length of the light) it may be diffracted. This is a direct consequence of
the wave character of the light. Inspired by the fact that electrons have, similar to
photons, a wave character, the interaction of conduction electrons with a stepped
metal surface is investigated. In this case the stepped Cu(410) surface may act as a
reflection grating for conduction electrons, since the periodicity of this surface is of
the order of the Fermi wave length of the electrons. From an experiment based on
transverse electron focusing it can be concluded that conduction electrons are indeed
diffracted from the stepped Cu(410) surface. By making a straightforward analogy
to optics the experimental results with conduction electrons can be explained. The
diffraction of conduction electrons is discussed in chapter three.
Chapter four discusses the reflection of electrons at the interface of a metal and
a superconductor. Apart from ordinary reflection and transmission (as known from
optics) it is possible to have a special type of reflection at this interface, known as
Andreev reflection. Unfortunately, there is no simple equivalent of Andreev reflec-
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tion in the optics of every day. Nevertheless, its analogy can be found, as degenerate
four-wave mixing in non-linear optics. Andreev reflection originates from the pairing
of electronic states in a superconductor. It implies that an electron can not enter
the superconductor as a single particle when its energy is within the energy gap of
the superconductor. Therefore, the electron will ordinarily reflect at the interface.
However, there is a possibility for the electron to cross the interface, in combination
with a second electron from the metal which has opposite momentum and spin.
This second electron disappears from the metal and can be regarded as a hole (with
positive charge). The hole moves away from the interface along the trajectory of the
incident electron. In this way, Andreev reflection provides a unique type of retroreflecting mirror for charged particles. Basic aspects of Andreev reflection are treated
in an elementary introduction which also reviews experiments to observe Andreev
reflection (based on point-contact techniques). Moreover, the effect of dispersion of
wave vectors (in the normal metal and the superconductor) on the probability of
Andreev reflection is investigated. To do this, the present theory is extended and
the calculations provide a theoretical background for a quantitative description of
Andreev reflection. It appears that in most of the practical situations the dispersion
has only a minor effect on the probability of Andreev reflection. The calculations
also give a formal proof that the probability of Andreev reflection is equal for oppo
site bias voltages.
Andreev reflection experiments with the high temperature superconductor
Ва2Сиз07_а axe used to study the superconducting ground state of this mate
rial. Despite the unconventional nature of this material it is found that the Andreev
reflection properties are similar to those of a conventional superconductor. From
the experiments we conclude that the energy gap of ВагСизОу-а and the pair
ing in reciprocal space are in accordance with the predictions of the BCS theory.
Unexpectedly, experiments with a point contact on a normal metal-superconductor
bilayer reveal a new effect. In contradiction with presently available theoretical
predictions, differences in the point-contact resistance at opposite bias voltages are
found. Although many experiments have been analyzed and possible causes were
checked, there is not yet an explanation for this effect. Finally, we consider two new
experiments. The first experiment can be used to measure the position dependence
of a proximity-induced energy gap at a normal metal-superconductor. The second
experiment is based on the spin pairing in a superconductor and may form a poten
tial technique for measuring the degree of electron spin polarization at the Fermi
level of a ferromagnetic material.
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Samenvatting
Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is het gedrag van geleidingselectronen aan
het oppervlak van een metaal of aan het grensvlak van een metaal en een supergeleider. Een geleidingselectron dat aan een metaaloppervlak arriveert, kan worden gereflecteerd zoals licht dat op een spiegel valt. Op het grensvlak van twee metalen of
een metaal en een supergeleider is naast reflectie ook transmissie van electronen
mogelijk. Zo is de brekingswet van Snellius voor licht ook op geleidingselectronen van toepassing. Deze analogieën tussen geleidingselectronen en fotonen vormen
een leidraad voor de experimenten die in dit proefschrift worden beschreven. In
het bijzonder worden de electronische equivalenten van diffractie aan een tralie en
retroreflectie onderzocht.
De geleidingselectronen worden in het metaal geïnjecteerd met behulp van een
puntcontact. Afhankelijk van de experimentele geometrie wordt hetzelfde puntcontact, of een tweede contact, gebruikt om electronen te detecteren. Op deze manier is
het mogelijk om het beginpunt en het eindpunt van de baan van een electron in het
metaal precies vast te leggen. Tevens biedt een puntcontact de mogelijkheid om de
energie van het geïnjecteerde electron te variëren, zodat spectroscopie mogelijk is.
Daar het metaal waarin de geleidingselectronen bewegen zeer zuiver is, kan het electronentransport als ballistisch worden beschouwd. De goed gedefinieerde condities
ten aanzien van injectie, transport en detectie maken het mogelijk om schijnbaar
ieder electron te volgen in de reële ruimte, de reciproke ruimte en in de energie
ruimte. Deze experimentele omstandigheden zijn essentieel voor de interpretatie
van de metingen.
Hoofdstuk twee vormt een inleiding tot de experimenten en beschrijft een nieuw
ontwikkelde puntcontact-opstelling. In vergelijking met bestaande opstellingen kent
dit nieuwe meetsysteem aanmerkelijk uitgebreidere mogelijkheden. Het systeem kan
daarom worden gebruikt voor alle typen van puntcontact-experimenten.
Als licht op een tralie valt (een oppervlak waarvan de periodiciteit vergelijkbaar is met de golflengte van het licht) kan diffractie optreden. Dit is een direct
gevolg van het golfkarakter van het licht. Geïnspireerd door het feit dat electronen ook een golfkarakter bezitten wordt de interactie van geleidingselectronen met
een gestapt metaaloppervlak onderzocht. In dit geval kan het Cu(410) oppervlak
als tralie voor de geleidingselectronen dienen, daar de periode van dit oppervlak
vergelijkbaar is met de Fermi golflengte van de electronen. Aan de hand van een
experiment dat is gebaseerd op transversale electronen focussering kan inderdaad
worden geconcludeerd dat geleidingselectronen inderdaad diffractie ondergaan aan
het Cu(410) oppervlak. Het blijkt mogelijk om de experimentele resultaten met
geleidingselectronen te verklaren op basis van een directe analogie met diffractie in
de optica. De diffractie van geleidingselectronen wordt besproken in hoofdstuk drie.
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Hoofdstuk vier behandelt de reflectie van electronen aan het grensvlak van
een metaal en een supergeleider. Naast gewone reflectie en transmissie (zoals bekend uit de optica) kan aan dit grensvlak ook een bijzonder type reflectie optreden,
namelijk Andreev reflectie. Andreev reflectie kent helaas geen simpel equivalent in
de alledaagse optica. Niettemin bestaat er een analogie, in de niet-lineaire optica, genaamd degenerate four-wave mixing. Andreev reflectie vindt zijn oorsprong
in het feit dat de electronische toestanden in een supergeleider gepaard zijn. Dit
betekent dat een electron niet als individueel deeltje in de supergeleider kan bestaan
als zijn energie binnen de energie-gap van de supergeleider ligt. Om die reden
zai het electron gewoon reflecteren aan het grensvlak. Toch bestaat er een mogelijkheid voor het electron om het grensvlak te passeren en wel samen met een
tweede electron uit het metaal, dat een tegengestelde impuls en spin bezit. Het
tweede electron verdwijnt uit het metaal en kan worden opgevat als een gat (met
een positieve lading). Het gat beweegt van het grensvlak weg langs dezelfde baan als
waarlangs het electron is ingekomen. Op deze manier vormt Andreev reflectie een
unieke retroreflecterende spiegel voor geladen deeltjes. Als inleiding worden de basisprincipes van Andreev reflectie geïntroduceerd; ook wordt een overzicht gegeven
van experimenten (gebaseerd op puntcontact-technieken) waarmee Andreev reflectie kan worden waargenomen. Voorts wordt onderzocht op welke wijze de dispersie
van de golfvectoren (in het metaal en de supergeleider) de kans op Andreev reflectie
beïnvloedt. Hiertoe is de bestaande theorie uitgebreid en de berekeningen vormen
een theoretische achtergrond voor een quantitatieve beschrijving van Andreev reflectie. Het blijkt dat in de meeste praktische situaties de dispersie slechts een klein
effect heeft op de kans op Andreev reflectie. De berekeningen geven ook een formeel
bewijs dat de kans op Andreev reflectie gelijk is voor een tegengestelde polariteit
van de aangelegde spanning.
Andreev reflectie is ook gebruikt om de supergeleidende grondtoestand van
de hoge-temperatuur supergeleider ВагСизОу-а te onderzoeken. Ondanks de bij
zondere natuur van dit materiaal lijken de eigenschappen zoals die met Andreev
reflectie kunnen worden onderzocht op die van een conventionele supergeleider. Uit
de experimente» kan worden geconcludeerd dat de paring in de reciproke ruimte
en de energie-gap van УВагСизОу-л overeenstemmen met de voorspellingen van de
BCS theorie. Geheel onverwacht blijken experimenten met een puntcontact op een
normaal metaal-supergeleider dubbellaag een nieuw effect te vertonen. In tegen
spraak met theoretische voorspellingen worden verschillen in de puntcontact weer
stand gevonden voor een tegengestelde polariteit van de spanning. Hoewel veel
experimenten zijn geanalyseerd en mogelijke oorzaken zijn gecontroleerd, is er nog
geen verklaring voor dit verschijnsel. Tot slot worden twee nieuwe experimenten be
sproken. Het eerste experiment kan worden gebruikt om de plaatsafhankelijkheid te
meten van een, door het proximity-effect geïnduceerde, energie-gap op het grensvlak
van een metaal en een supergeleider. Het tweede experiment is gebaseerd op de
spin-paring in de supergeleider en vormt een potentiële techniek om de electronspin-polarisatie (van een ferromagnetisch materiaal) aan het Fermi niveau te meten.
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